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1. Introduction. Throughout the paper, as will be reaffirmed in §2, we

denote Euclidean space of two dimensions by £2 and the family of all its

subsets by £2.

Among the functions on £? to the extended non-negative real number sys-

tem there are several that for some intuitive reason or another are designated

as linear measure functions (see supplementary bibliography). Of these linear

measure functions, that of Carathéodory, designated by L (see definitions 2.6

and 2.7), is without doubt the best known.

Besicovitch and others have made extensive studies of relations between

rectifiable arcs and Carathéodory linearly measurable sets. These discussions

have linear density properties as their central theme. It is natural to ask to

what extent such results hold for the other linear measure functions. We

answer such questions in this paper; but, rather than investigate each known

linear measure function separately, we consider instead the measures of the

class U (see 2.3) which satisfy the first four Carathéodory axioms, and in-

troduce various notions in terms of density relations that suggest linearity.

For x a point of £2, A a set in £2, and « a measure function, the « densities

V A A
£)* (A, x), £)* (A, x), £)* (A, x)

of A at # are defined in 2.11. Our notions of directionality, « directionality,

restrictedness and « restrictedness of A at x are also given among the defini-

tions of §2. Also given are the notions of rectifiability and «rectifiability of

plane sets.

Presented to the Society, October 30, 1943; received by the editors March 2, 1943, and, in

revised form, September 4, 1943.
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If a set A lies on a rectifiable arc and 0 is a measure which in any sense

is a generalization of arc length, then it is rather to be expected that

0 < £)* (A, x) =^U,ï) = 2)0 (A, x)

for <p almost all x oí A. On the other hand if E2 contains A, <pGU, <p(A) < »

and T)J{A, x)< °° for <p almost all x in A, then (section 11.1)

£)t(A, x) = T>4,(A, x)

for <p almost all x in A implies that A is essentially on a rectifiable arc; in

fact if for <j> almost all x in A either

T)¡(A, x) < 1.013)* (A, x)

or
▲ v

3£)«,04, x) < 42)* (A, x)

then there is a rectifiable arc which contains all of A except a subset of arbi-

trarily small 0 measure.

A further conception of the nature of some of our results and their setting

may be gained by reading 11.1, 11.2, 11.4 and 11.6.

If it is possible to inclose a non-measurable, set A in a measurable set B

with the same measure, then it is customary to elucidate the geometric prop-

erties of A by a consideration of the geometric properties of B. However, the

generality of the measures which we consider precludes this method of attack.

In order to discuss the subsets of E2 which have finite measure, but which

are otherwise arbitrary, we make considerable use of the known techniques

mentioned in 3.1 and 3.3. Because of these techniques it is in general rela-

tively unimportant to us whether or not the sets we consider are measurable.

In fact we are rather inclined to more than half believe the following over-

statement: Measurability information is usually a luxury, rarely a conven-

ience, never a necessity.

We are well aware that some of our results are old; in particular, our

theorems which involve descriptive restrictedness and directionality are found

in a different notation on pp. 262-269 of [7](1) or pp. 28-30 of [ó]. However,

these known results are included in the paper partly for completeness and

partly to make clearer the analogy and lack of analogy between the linear

descriptive and the linear metric properties of plane sets. In this connection

we feel we should point out that our notation dir (A, x) has the same meaning

which some other authors attach to the symbol contg^ x.

Now it is known and we also prove in 6.12 that

©1(4, x) = $h,(A, x) = 1

0) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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for L almost all a: in a strictly rectifiable set A. From this, 5.15, and the known

Theorem 3.4 we infer the known fact

SDlC4, *) = $)i(A, x) = 1

for L almost all x in an L rectifiable set A.

Supposing LiA) < oo, we infer from 5.16 that

<£h.iA, x) è 1

for L almost all jc; we therefore conclude from 11.1(3) and 11.1(1) that the set

AE [3/4 <£)l04,*) < 1]

has L measure zero.

Accordingly we have the

Theorem. If LiA) < oo, then the set

AE [3/4 < 2)l04, x) < 1]
X

has L measure zero.

This rather striking result of Besicovitch may be found on p. 324 of [l].

We also see at once, with the aid of 11.1(1) and 11.1(4), that the set

AE [®I04, x) = £)l04, x) < 1]

has L measure zero whenever L.(A) < oo. This accords with chap. 11, pp. 324-

327 of Besicovitch's [l].

Thus, if in 11.1 we replace "«" by "£," Theorem 11.1 becomes, in essence,

a compendium of the results of Besicovitch in [l].

With three exceptions, namely, 7.5, 7.9 and 7.10, the fixed notations and

definitions used in the paper are assembled in §2. In the beginning of §2 we

list certain notations and definitions most of which are either suggestive or

are in common use. Of the definitions enumerated in the remainder of §2 the

reader will require for §3 only 2.3 through 2.8. The paper has been written

with the idea in mind that the reader will make no more than a cursory ex-

amination of 2.1 through 2.27 before beginning his perusal of §3.

2. Definitions. Throughout the paper we use £i and £2 for Euclidean

space of one and two dimensions respectively, and £2 for the family of all

subsets of £2. For x in £2 we define the real numbers xi, it2 and \x\ so that

x = (xi, xi) and \x\ = (x\+x%)112. We shall regard £2 and the finite complex

plane as the same with i = (0, 1) and ¿2=( — 1, 0).

We regard the empty set and the number 0 as the same.

The notational phrase xEA is read a; is a member of A ; x(£.A is read x
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is not a member of A ; and A CB is read A is a subset of B. For A CE2 the

set E2—A is denoted by Ä.

The set Ei-Et[a^t^b] is denoted by [a, b]. We say 7is a closed interval

if and only if J is of the form [a, b] where — co <a <b < co. We say J is an

open interval if and only if /is of the form Et [a <t <b] where — 00 <a <£ < 00.

We use {x} as an abbreviation for £„[y=ic] and use { } only in this

sense. Note that {x} is the set whose sole element is x.

Whenever i is a nonvacuous subset of E2 we define diam (¿4) as the

supremum of numbers of the form \x — y\ where xC-A and yCA ; if A =0 we

define diam (A ) = 0. Also we use clsr (A ) for the closure of A and bndr (A )

for the boundary of A. Thus bndr (A) = (clsr A)(clsr .4).

For -4C2Ï2 and BCE2 we define dist (A, B) as the infimum of numbers of

the form \x— y\ where ¡cG^4 and yC~B.

We say A is disconnected if and only if A CE2 and there exist non-empty

subsets Ci and C2 of A such that

A = Ci + C2   and   Ci(clsr C2) + C2(clsr C,) = 0.

A set A is said to be connected if and only if A CE2 and A is not disconnected.

A closed connected set is said to be a continuum.

If a* is a set for # in a set B, then

X a*   and     H dx

are so defined that

X ax = E [y G «i for some x G B],
xE.B "

[ ax = E [y G ax for each x G B],
xGB v

In connection with set theoretic sums we point out that

g= EM
»es

whereas

E [x C s for some s G g] =  Xs-
1 «es

In fact we here and now define the more convenient notation o-(g) by

*(g) =   X s-
«es

It should be noted that o~({y}) =y. Likewise

al  X  ax) =   X a(ax).
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If ûi^O for xin a countable set B then

E a*

will also be used to denote the appropriate numerical sum. Whether numerical

summation or point set summation is intended will be obvious from the con-

text.

A family g is said to cover A if and only if AE^(%).

In this paper we call a set A a Borel set if and only if it is a member of

every subfamily g of £¡ for which :

(i) .BGg whenever £ is a closed subset of £2;

(ii) <r(©)Gg whenever © is a countable subfamily of g;

(ni) ¿Gg whenever £Gg.

We now enumerate some definitions and remarks specifically referred to

later on.

2.1. Definition. We say A and B are disjoint if and only if AB = 0. We

say a family g of sets is disjointed if and only if .42? =0 whenever A and B

are different members of g.

2.2. Definition. We say A and B are semi-disjoint if and only if neither

is a subset of the other. We say a family g is semi-disjointed if and only if no

member of g is a subset of a different member.

2.3. Definition. The family U is defined by «GU if and only if « is a

function on Êî to £t[0^/^ » ] such that:

I. 0(0)-0;
II. <p(B)ú<p(A) whenever £C^C£j;
III. If g is a countable subfamily of Êî, then

«kg)] ̂  E «(*);
«es

IV. <p(A+B)=<p(A)+<p(B) whenever dist (A, B)>0.

2.4. Definition. The family 9JÎ is defined by «G2fl if and only if «GU
and «(£2) < ».

Due to Carathéodory is the following

2.5. Definition. We say A is « measurable if and only if AEEî, «GU,

«(IF) = <t>(WA) + <t>(WÄ)

for each set WEEt.
2.6. Definition. For 0<p we define L„ as the function on £i such that

A EEi implies L„(A) is the infimum of numbers of the form

E (diam s)

where ® is such a countable family of nonvacuous open subsets of £2 that
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a(®)Z>A
and

diam s < p whenever s G ®.

2.7. Definition. We define L as the function on £? such that A CEt

implies

L(A) =  lim 7,04).
/>-*o+

Definitions 2.6 and 2.7 are due to Carathéodory [2]. The number L(A)

is commonly known as the Carathéodory linear measure of A.

2.8. Definition. By counting measure we mean the function <p on £2 such

that <t>(s) is the number of points in j whenever îC2ï2.

2.9. Abbreviation. We use the symbol ®TX as an abbreviation for

Et E [ | y - x | < r]

and the symbol Q£ as an abbreviation for

E2E[\ y - x\ ^ r\.

2.10. Definition. A set T will be called a circle if and only if there is an

*G2¿2 and a number r with 0<r< oo such that r = $*.

2.11. Definition. For <f>CVi, A CEt and atG2i2 we define"

▼ <t>(A®x)
35« (.4, x) =   hm

r-*o+       2r

a N       _ <K¿ $',)
35« (.4, at) =   lim -»

r—o+      2r

A _ <t>(AT)
33« (.4, at) = lim

(diamr)-»o,re© (diam T)

where ÍQ=Er[T is a circle and acGr] and call 35j(.4, x) and 3)f(A, x) respec-

tively the lower and upper <p density of A at x.

2.12. Definition. For «pGU and xCEt we define

33« (x) = 35« (222, at), 33« (at) = 3)* (JSj, *)    and    35« (*) = 35« (Et, x).

2.13. Definitions. A set A is said to be strictly rectifiable if and only if

ACE2 and there is: a number Af>0; a closed interval J; a function/, with

domain / and range A, such that / satisfies the Lipschitz condition

I ft?') - ft?) I â M\t" - t'\ for /' and t" in J.

2.14. Definition. A set A is said to be rectifiable if and only if A is a sub-

set of a strictly rectifiable set.
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We shall use the obvious and elementary properties of rectifiable sets

listed in

2.15. Remark, (i) If A is rectifiable then L(A) <oo.

(ii) Any subset of a rectifiable set is rectifiable.

(iii) If g is a finite family of rectifiable sets then <r(g) is rectifiable.

(iv) If A and A ' are congruent and A ' is rectifiable then A is rectifiable.

(v) If A is rectifiable then clsr A is rectifiable.

2.16. Definition. A set A is said to be « rectifiable if and only if A EE2,

«GU and corresponding to each e>0 there is a strictly rectifiable set B with

«C4£)<€.
2.17. Definition. For «GU, AEE2 and xE£2 we define:

(i) Sgn (.4, ac)=clsr [2„GB{(y-a;)./|y-x| } ] where B =A - \x} ;

(ii) dir (A, x) =Ij[ses Sgn (Aß, x) where % = Eß[ß®rx = 0 for some r>0];

(iii) dir* (A, x) =IL,G<s Sgn (Aß, x) where ® = Eß[Z)fiß, x) =0].
2.18. Definition. For «GU and xEE2 we define

dir« (*) = dir« (£2, at)

2.19. Definition. A set is said to be diametral if and only if it is of the

form {— z} + {z} where zG £2 and |z|=l.

A set is said to be nondiametral if and only if it is a subset of £2 and is

not diametral.

2.20. Definition. We say A is directional at a: if and only if dir (A, x) is

diametral.

2.21. Definition. We say A is « directional at a; if and only if dir« iA, x)

is diametral.

2.22. Definition. We say A is restricted at x if and only if there is a

point z in £2 with \z\ =1 for which {z} dir (A, x) =0.

2.23. Remark. If A EB and B is restricted at x then so is A.

2.24. Definition. We say A is « restricted at x if and only if

SD« (A, x) > 0

and there is a diametral set Z for which

Zdir« 04, a:) = 0.

2.25. Abbreviation. We employ Â as an abbreviation for

£2 £ [ | x — y | ^2 diam A for some y in A ].
X

2.26. Remark. We note that f = $£' whenever T = ¡ftj,

2.27. Abbreviation. We use £ * g as an abbreviation for

Ip-ïI  Ip-íI

3. Measure. Consulting 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 for nomenclature we recall certain
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general properties of measure.

If A is <p measurable and W and B are arbitrary subsets of 232, then

<p(WA + WE) + <p(WAB) = <j>(WA) + 4>(WB).

If Ais<p measurable and <p(B) < co then

4>(B -A) = <j>(B) - <1>(BA).

If g is a countable family of <p measurable sets then o-(g) is <j> measurable.

If A is 4> measurable then A is <j> measurable.

If WCE* and g is a countable disjointed family <p of measurable sets then

<¡>(llws)= Ziïws).
\ses     /    ses

If B is a Borel set and 0GU then B is <p measurable.

Several comments, which may incidentally help explain some peculiarities

of certain subsequent proofs, are incorporated in

3.1. Remark. Suppose AiCA2CA3C • • •  with A=£,™_lAnCEi.
If <pGU, W is an, arbitrary subset of £2, and An is <f> measurable for each

positive integer », then as is well known

(i) <p(WA) = lim <t>(WAn).
n—»oo

Furthermore if <pCVL and for each positive integer n, An is contained in

a <p measurable set with the same <j> measure as A„, then

<t>(A) = lim <t>(An).
n—►»

However, even with cpGSDÎ. it may happen that

Km <p(An) < <I>(A),

as may be shown by an example. Accordingly certain techniques, available

to us in handling such a measure (see 2.6 and 2.7) as L, are unemployable

in dealing with a general measure <p in 9)î or U. Nevertheless if (pGU and

0(.<4)>O it is obvious from 2.3 III that

lim <p(An) > 0.
n—*•>

We state without proof

3.2. Theorem. If <pGU, ^4G2i2, and $ is the function on £2 such that

$(5) =<p(As) for sCE2, then #GU and s is i> measurable whenever s is <j> meas-

urable; furthermore if in addition <p(A)< °o, then «ivGäft.

3.3. Cliché. If cpGU and <p(^4) < co and some statement involving <p and
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A is readily proved by the introduction of the $ of 3.2, we indicate this

state of affairs by the use of some phrase containing the words "intersecting

measure."

Our first use of intersecting measure occurs in 3.7.

After referring to 2.6 and 2.7 it is easy to check the following well known

3.4. Theorem. £GU and corresponding to each set A EE2 there is a G¡ set B

for which

A EB    and   LiA) = L(B).

In this section and throughout the paper the measure functions in which

we are primarily interested are rather special in that they are on £2 and be-

long either to U or its subclass SDÎ. Nevertheless the results of this section and

their proofs are valid when we regard £2 as an abstract metric space. In this

sense 3.7 and 3.13 are apparently [7, Lemma 15.1, p. 152] heretofore un-

known, the latter being an extension of a result, due to Hahn [3, Theorem

IV, p. 447], which lessens the importance in measure theory of such special

Borel sets as Gj's.

The following lemma is easy to prove without transfinite induction (see

[4, p. 159]) and is rather well known.

3.5. Lemma. A set A EE2 is a Borel set if and only if it is a member of every

family g such that :

(i) BEÏ5 implies BEEt;
(ii) £Gg whenever B is a closed subset of £2;

(iii) ® is a countable nonvacuous subfamily of g implies

II * G 5   and    E * G g-
«e© «e©

We are indebted to Alfred Horn for pointing out that the use of the above

lemma materially simplifies the proof of the following

3.6. Theorem. 7/ «GU)?, A is a Borel set, and e>0, then there is a closed

subset C of A with <p(AC) < e.

Proof. Let g be the family defined by the conditions: £Gg if and only

if £C£2 and corresponding to each number «>0 there is a closed set C such

that «(£(?) < e. The members of g are therefore subsets of £2 and clearly

£Gg whenever £ is a closed subset of £2. Also £Gg implies £ is « measur-

able.
Let Ai, At, A3, • • • be sets in g. Let n>0. For » = 1, 2, 3, • • • choose a

closed set Cn such that

C» C A,, 4>(An - Cn)   < f2—.

Thus
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00 OO 00

Ua¡-1[c,cT,Uí-c¿
)=1 J-l )-l

and

(1) <b( jjA, ■ - ÎÎ c) g I X (A, - C,)l = X *U, - d) < v
\ j—i j=i      /        L ¿=i J       j=i

where n°°_iC,- is clearly a closed subset of XI"_i^4j- On the other hand

lim J 11 A,■- X c) = J f>a, - X C,) á *[ ¿ (¿i - C,)l
«-►»        \   3=1 3=1 / \   3=1 3=1 / L   3=1 J

= X^,-c3) <u,
í-i

and n may be chosen so large that

(2) <t>( Í>,- ¿C,)<,
\ j=i /-i     /

where X"-iQ is OI course a closed subset of X"-1^* Accordingly the defini-

tion of g, the arbitrariness of i\, (1), and (2), combine to tell us that

X^-eg,     ÏÏA,e%.
j=l ;'-l

Thus using 3.5 we see that each Borel set is a member of g.

The theorem now follows from the definition of g.

3.7. Theorem. If <pGU, A is a Borel set with <p(A) < co, and e>0, then

there is a closed subset C of A with <p(A C) < e.

Proof. In the spirit of 3.3 we introduce intersecting measure; that is we

let <$ be the function on £2 such that

4>(s) = <p(As)    for   s C 2i2,

invoke 3.2, note that ^C^R and $(A€) =<p(AC) for CCEt and use 3.6.

3.8. Corollary. If <pGU and A is a Borel set with <p(A) < 00, then A is

an g, plus a set of <p measure zero.

3.9. Corollary. 7/<pGU, \f>CVi, B is a Borel set, <p(5)+^(23) < 00, and if
<p(C) =«KO for each closed set CCB, then <p(B) =yp(B).

3.10. Theorem. If <pG2K, ̂ GÜJl and <p(C) =>A(C) for each closed set C,
then <p(B) =ip(B) for each Borel set B.

Proof. This theorem is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.9.
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3.11. Corollary. i/«G9D?, ^Güft, and «(G) =HG) for each open set G,
then «(£) =^(£) for each Borel set B.

3.12. Theorem. i/«GU and \f/ is the function on £2 such that sEE2 im-

plies \¡/(s) is the infimum of numbers of the form 4>(S) where S is an open set

containing s, then ^GU; furthermore if in addition «G9DÎ, then \[/E$R and

«(£) =^(£) for each Borel set B.

Proof. Clearly ^GU whenever «GU. We let «G3)î, make a simple check

to show that ipEïïfl, note that 4>(G) =\p(G) for each open set G and apply

Corollary 3.11.

3.13. Theorem. //«GU, e>0, «(a) < °o, a is « measurable, and if each

subset A of E2 is contained in a Borel set with the same « measure, then there is

a closed set ß such that ßEot and «(ajs) < e.

Proof. Let ßi be a Borel set containing a with the same « measure as a.

Since <p(ßiä) =0 we may inclose ßiä in a Borel set of « measure zero and sub-

tract this set from ft, in order to obtain a Borel set ft with ftCa and

«(a) =«(ft) =«(ft). Application of Corollary 3.7 to the Borel set ft com-

pletes the proof.

A glance at 2.8 makes easy the proof of

3.14. Theorem. If <p is counting measure, then «GU and every subset of Ex

is « measurable.

4. Connected sets. Recalling: the Definition 2.2 of a semi-disjointed family

we state and prove

4.1. Theorem. If g is any family of sets and

g £ [s E S]

is a finite family whenever sGg, then there is a semi-disjointed subfamily & of g

such that

o-(®) = <r(g).

Proof. Let

& = g£ [s C 5 G g implies s = S\.

It is obvious that ® is semi-disjointed and fronri the hypothesis it is readily

checked that every member of g is: a subset of some set in ©. Consequently

<r(g) C <K@) C «Kg).

4.2. Theorem. If A is a connected set, a:G^4, and 0^r^2~1 (diam A), then

r^L(A®'x).
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Proof. Since A is connected and 0^r^2_1 (diam A) it follows that

O^r'O implies there is a yCA for which \y— x\ —r'. Let g be any count-

able family of nonvacuous open sets such that a(%)Z^A§fx. For iGg let

M(s) and m(s) be the supremum and infimum respectively of X*e»{ I?-*l 1

and note that (diam s)¡^M(s)—m(s). Clearly 0¿r'<r implies there is an

sGg for which m(s)=>'^M(s), and therefore

X (diam s) =   X [M(s) - m(s)] = r.
.es .es

Consequently, the arbitrariness of g guarantees L(A ®x) =r.

For use in the next theorem and its proof the number -T%f is defined, when-

ever -co <a<ß< co and / is a function whose domain includes [a, ß] and

whose range is contained in Ei, as the supremum of numbers of the form

XI ftti) - ftti-j I
Í-1

where N is a positive integer and a = to<ti<h< • • • <fa=ß.

We read 7f/as the total variation from a to ß of/ and recall, incidentally,

that L(S) = 7f/whenever / is a continuous univalent function whose domain

is the closed interval [a, ß] and whose range is .SC2i2.

4.3. Theorem. 7/g is a nonvacuous finite semi-disjointed family of n circles

with o-(g) connected, then there is a number a>0 and a function f such that:

(i) the domain of f is [0, a];

(ii) the range off is X»e S (bndr s) ;
(iii) /satisfies a Lipschitz condition on [O, a];

(iv) 70a/ = 7rXses(diams).

Proof. Assume the theorem is not true and let k be the smallest value of n

for which the theorem is false. Since the theorem is obvious if n = 1 we see

that ¿^ 2.
Let ® be a semi-disjointed family of k circles, with c(®) connected, corre-

sponding to which there is no function of the required type.

Since o-(®) is open and connected, ¡t cannot be splitinto two non-empty

open sets without points in common. Accordingly we select a circle of ® and

next select a different circle of ® which intersects the first circle and proceed-

ing step by step arrive at a family § of k — \ circles of ® such that o-(§) is

connected. Letting s0 be the sole member of ® —§, we use the definition of k

to ascertain a positive number ao and a function f0 such that:

(1) the domain of/0 is [0, a0];

(2) therangeof/oisX.e$(bndr5);

(3) /o satisfies a Lipschitz condition;

(4) 7S°/0 = 7rX.e*(diami)-
Since (r(g) is connected, the set sso is nonvacuous for some *G§; and,
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since Jo and this s are semi-disjoint, the intersection of their boundaries is also

nonvacuous. In view of this we select a point z0 such that

2o G (bndr s0) E (bndr s)

and choose t0 so that 0^to^a0 and fo(to) =Zo- Let a:0 and r0 be such that

ío=AÍ°0, take a in £1 so that z0— Xo = raeia, and define the function / on

[0, a0+27r]so that

~/o(0 for 0 ^ / ^ to,

f(t) =     Xo + roei(<,+,-,») for t0 < t < t0 + 2ir,

_fo(t - 2ir) for t0 + 2ir ^ t g a0 + 2ir.

A check shows this function/ corresponds to ® as prescribed by our theorem,

in contradiction to our previous statement that there was no such function.

By using the device known as parameterizing according to arc length we

first obtain the

4.4. Corollary. If g is a nonvacuous finite semi-disjointed family of open

circles with <r(g) connected and if 1 = irEses (diam s), then there is a function f

on [0, /] with range E»es(bndr s) such that

I f(t") - f(t') | ^ (t" - t') for 0 £ f á f' ¿j /.

Next by a transformation we obtain the

4.5. Corollary. If g is a nonvacuous finite semi-disjointed family of open

circles with er(g) connected and if / = irE»e3(diam s), then there is a function f

on [0, 1 ] with range Eiess(Dn(^r J) SMC^ that

I f(t") - f(t') i á Kt" - f) for 0 á f ¡s I" á 1.

4.6. Theorem. If AEE2is a nonvacuous continuum with L(A) < oo /&ew ̂ 4

w strictly rectifiable.

Proof. We infer from 4.2 that .4 is bounded, and, relying on the fact that

a bounded open set of diameter d may be included in a circle of diameter 2d,

we use Definition 2.7 of L and the Heine-Borel theorem to secure, for each

positive integer n, a finite family g„ of circles such that

A C *(g»).        E (diam S) < 2L(A) + 1
se 3»

■and such that, in addition,

diam j < 1/w,       d ^0 for s G g«.

Now for each positive integer n we select from gn, according to Theorem

4.1, a semi-disjointed subfamily ®„ covering A ; note that sG®, implies
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X (diam S) < 2L(A) + 1,       diam s < \/n,       sA j* 0;
se®»

and, employing the connectedness of A, infer that <r(®n) is likewise con-

nected. Upon setting

X = t(2L(A) + 1)

we are now justified by 4.5 in ascertaining a sequence/such that: correspond-

ing to each positive integer n, /„ is a function on   [0,  l]; its range is

Xse®»(bndr S); and it satisfies the Lipschitz condition

| fn(t")   - fn(t') |   á  \(t"  -  t') for 0  =  f  =  P  =   1.

Thus using the equi-continuity principle found, for example, in Theorem

V on page 304 of [3], we extract a uniformly convergent subsequence g off,

and denote the limit function by |. Clearly

I g(t") - 1(f) | = X(/" - O whenever 0 g t' = t" = 1,

and a check reveals

A =   X   {!(')}.
ie io,n

Consequently A is strictly rectifiable according to 2.13.

4.7. Lemma. If C is a continuum and g is a semi-disjointed family of circles

such that

(0 <r(g)CC,
(ii) «>0 implies g£s[diam 5>t] is finite,

then

D=  [C-<r(g)]+   X (bndr S)
ses

is a continuum.

Proof. We first prove D is closed. Let po be a cluster point of

X (bndr S)
ses

which is not a point of the closed set C — <r(%). Since C is closed, po is a point

of the open set a(g) and we let SoGg be such that poG-So and note that

5 - dist ({po},So)

is positive. Letting

§ = g£ [(bndr S)®n?x 0]
S

we see from the semi-disjointedness of g that S$1^7*0 and S3qt¿0 whenever
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SE&- Accordingly each member of § has diameter greater than 2-15 and

thus from (ii) it is clear that § is finite. Therefore p0 is a cluster point of the

closed setEses(bncu" •$) with

Í»G  I (bndr 5) C E (bndr S) C D.
sgs¡> ses

Hence D is closed.

Next the set D is connected as we prove by contradiction. Suppose

D=Di+Dt where Z>i and D2 are non-empty closed sets and DiD2 = 0.

We define

gt = g £ [(bndr s) C Di],       g2 = g £ [(bndr S) C D,\.

Since the boundary of a circle is connected we have

(1) g = gi + g2.

Moreover

(2) <r(gi>(g2) =   E       1^5=0
»esi   sea*

because the boundaries of two semi-disjoint intersecting circles intersect. Us-

ing the definition of D we conclude

*(%2)Di = <7(g2)Z?, E (bndr j) - cr(g2) E [Wndr s)]
»es »es

- <r(g2) E (bndr s) =   E     E  S(bndr *) = 0;
•esi se Sí «esi

the last step follows from (2) and the fact that two circles intersect whenever

one circle intersects the boundary of the other. By symmetry

(3) <r(%2)Di = <r(gi)£2 = 0.

With the aid of (ii) and the definitions of gi and g2 we check that the sets

Di + o-($i)    and    D2 + <r(g2)

are closed and utilize (1), (2), and (3) to see that their intersection, namely

DiD2 + <r(g,)D2 + <r(g2)Di + <r(gi)<7(g2),

is vacuous. Consequently

C = D + <r(g) = [£■! + «r(Si)] + [D2 + o-(g2)]

and thus C is disconnected in contradiction to the hypothesis that C is a

continuum.

5. Density theory. That the use of ®TX rather than Si in density definitions

(see 2.11) is a convenience rather than a necessity is pointed out in the fol-

lowing
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5.1. Remark. If <pGU, ̂ 4C2i2, and atG222, then

v <t>(A&x) a _  <p(A<íx)
33« (A, at) =  lim ->        35« (A, x) =   lim -

r=o+      2r r—o+      2r

a _.        <t>(AT)
33« (A, at) = lim

(diamn—o,re$ diam T

where § = 23r[atGr = ËJ for some yCE2 and some r>0].

5.2. Remark. Let <pG5DÎ. For each positive integer n, let Aj, AA and

AA be the functions on £2 such that atG2Í2 implies

▼ . , *(«',)
A, (at) =     inf    ->

o<r<i/n    2r

a   . H®*)
An(x)   =       SUp      •-)

0<r<l/n      2r

A„ (at) = sup —;-—>    where
re*. diamr<i/n diam T

§, = E [r is a circle and at G r],

and note that the first of these functions is upper semi-continuous while the

other two are lower semi-continuous and thus all three are Borel functions.

Also let Av, AA, and AA be the functions on E2 such that atG2?2 implies

V VA A A . ▲
A   (at) = limAn(at),       A   (x) = limAn(a;),       A   (a;) = limA„(at).

n—* w n—* » n—♦ «

We note that these functions are likewise Borel functions and moreover that

for acG2i2

A  (at) = 35« (at), A  (at) = 35« (at)    and   A  (at) = 35« (at).

Thus Lemma 5.3 below is established.

The proofs of Lemmas 5.4 through 5.10 involve for the most part merely

certain well known uniformizatioh principles. The reader will presumably

wish to make use of 3.1(i) in verifying Lemma 5.6. Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 are

corollaries of 5.6. Also leaving to the reader the proofs of Lemmas 5.5 and

5.10, we now suggest proofs for Lemmas 5.4 and 5.9.

If e>0 and 35«^(at)>0 for <p almost all x, then for n sufficiently large the

bounded Borel set

E[\x\ <n   and   33« (at) è 1/«]

not only has the <p measure of its complement less than e, but, by Theorem
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3.6, contains a closed subset C, necessarily bounded, such that «(C) <e. Thus

Lemma 5.4 which follows is proved.

We next indicate a proof of Lemma 5.9.

Letting R be the set of all positive rational numbers and checking that

£ [T)t(x) < 1.01£>«%)] = E E [t < £>«%) á T>î(x) < 1.01/],
X tGR   x

we choose a positive rational number a such that «(£)>0 where B is the

Borel set

£ [a < £)«%) ^ T)t(x) < 1.01a].
X

Accordingly, we select an integer n so large that «(£')>0 where B' is the

bounded Borel set

££ [I x\ g n and a < An(x) g An(x) < 1.01a].
X

Remembering Theorem 3.6, let C be a bounded closed subset of B' with

«(O>0, let S=n~1 and note that

a ^ <t>(®Tx)/lr £ 1.01a < 1.01®«%)

for *GC and 0<r<5.
With these remarks in mind the reader should have little difficulty in

supplying proofs for Lemmas 5.5, 5.6 and 5.10.

5.3. Lemma. If a>0, «G3JÎ, then the three sets

E [£)« (x) > a],       E [$)f (x) > a],       E [£>«(*) > a]
XXX

are Borel sets.

5.4. Lemma. //«G9JÎ, e>0, and if S)f(x) >0 for « almost all x, then there
is a number a>0 and a bounded closed set C with «(C) <« such that 35« (x) >a

for xEC.

5.5. Lemma. If (pEWl, a>0, e>0, and if £)J(x)>a for « almost all x,
then there is a number 8>0and a closed set C with4>(C) <e such that

« ^ «(£)/2r

for xEC and 0 <r < 5.

5.6. Lemma. If(pEWi, p>0, «>0, AEE2, and £)«(*) <nfor<j> almostallx
in A, then there are positive numbers 5 and \anda bounded closed set C such that :

X < n,       <f(AC) < t;

«(£) g 2Xr

whenever xEA C and 0 <r < 8.
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5.7. Lemma. 7/0G92}, e>0, and if 35« (x) < co for <p almost all at, then there

is a finite number X> 1 and a bounded closed set C with <f>(C) <t such that

*(«*.) á 2Xr

for xCC and 0<r<\~1.

5.8. Lemma. 7/<pG9D?, m>0, e>0, .4C7Î2, o«<2 33A(x) </x/or <p a/rao*/ a//
acG^4i <^e« ¿Aère ¿s a subset B of A and a ô >0 jmcâ /Äa/

«(23) > HA) - e

and

</>(£) = 2pr

/or a:G23 aw<2 0<r <Ô.

5.9. Lemma. If <pG9K and 35«(at)<1.01 33j(z) for <p almost all x, then
there are positive numbers a and è and a bounded closed set C with <j>(C)>0 such

that

H®'x) v
a ^ —- è 1.01a < 1.0135« (at)

2r

for xCC and 0<r<e.

5.10. Lemma. If <pG9K and 335« (x) <435j(at) for <j> almost all x, then there
are positive numbers a, 5 and rj, with 1 <r;<3_14, and a bounded closed set C,

with <p(C) >0, such that

a = H®'x)/2r, </)(r)/diam V ^ ar¡

whenever xCC,Y is a circle with atGI\ 0 <2r <5, diam T <ô.

The next theorem, of which we make considerable use, is well known and

follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 of [5]. Referring to 2.25 for the mean-

ing of "■"■, we state

5.11. Theorem. If M>0 and a set A is covered by a family g of circles each

with diameter less than M, then there is a countable disjointed subfamily ® of

g such that

re®

This Theorem 5.11 may also be proved directly, even though A is un-

bounded, by a method closely patterned after the procedure outlined on p. 109

of [7].

5.12. Theorem. If <pCW and A is a Borel set, then ^)f(Ä, at) =0 for L
almost all x in A.
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Proof (by contradiction). Supposing the set

AE [3)f (Ä, x) > 0]
X

has positive L measure, we select a positive number n such that

(1) L(B) > 0

where

B = £ [£)f(i, a:) > v\.
X

Take 0<e<l, choose a closed subset C of Ä such that <p(ÄC) <e, and

let g be the family of those circles of the form M'x where a;G£,

í       dist({a:},C) 4>(A~®'x)
0 < f <-:—;-> - > r¡.

10  1 +dist ({x},C) 2r

With the help of Lemma 5.11 we pick a countable disjointed subfamily ® of

g such that

£C E r.
re®

Noting diam T <e and TEC for TGg we are assured by 2.6 and the definition

of g that

£.(£) ^   E (diam Î) = 5 E (diam T) < —   E <p(ÂT)
re® re® V   re®

5     r_ 5 5
= — «[4(7(®)] ^ —MAC) < — e.

V V V

From this last relation we have L(B) =0 in contradiction to (1).

The proof is complete.

If T is a circle of diameter d and xET then TE®t and we have

5.13. Theorem. //«GU, AQE2, and xEE, then

S)« (A, x)/2 g 35« (A, x) ^ 35« (A, x).

5.14. Theorem. If^E'Ufi and A is a Borel set, then, for L almost all xin A,

35« (x) = 35« (A, x),        35« (a;) = 35« (A, x),        35« (x) = 35« (A, x).

Proof. We check that

35« (a;) Û 35« (A, x) + 35« (Ä, x) g 35« (x) + 35« (Ä, x),

35« (a;) ̂  35« (4, x) + 35« (4, x) ^ 35« (a;) + 35« (Ä, x),
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35« (at) ̂  35« 04, at) + 33« (Ä, x) ^ 35«\at) + 235« (Ä, x),

ior xCEi.

Recourse to Theorem 5.12 completes the proof.

Using intersecting measure we obtain the

5.15. Corollary. If <pGU, BCACE2, <f>(A) < 00, and B is a Borel set,
then, for L almost all xCB,

35« (A, at) = 35« (B, x),       35« (A, x) = 35« (B, at),       35« (A, at) = 35« (B, at).

5.16. Theorem. If A CE2 and L(A) < <x>, then 33A(^4, at) ̂  1 for L almost
all xCA.

Proof (by contradiction). Assuming the set AEX[T)£(A, at)>l] has posi-

tive L measure, let v > 1 be such that

(1) L(B) > 0

where

B = AE [35*04, *) > r,\.
X

Let e be a positive number and use Definition 2.6 to ascertain a positive

number ô such that both

L(A) g Lt(A) + e,       L(B) ^ LS(B) + a.

Select a family g of circles covering B such that TGg implies

(2) diam T < 8/1

and

L(AT) > r, (diam T).

Relying.upon Theorem 5.11 we let ® be a countable disjointed subfamily of g

such that

fiClr
re®

and observe from (2) and Definition 2.6 not only that

Li(B) =   X (diamf)
re®

but also, upon setting D=a(®), that

LS(AD) ̂    X (diam T).
re®

From   Definitions  2.7  and  2.6 follow  0^L(AD)-LS(AD),  0^L(AD)
—L¡(AD), and also
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LS(AD) +Lt(AD) ^LS(A);

whereas from the measurability of D follows

L(AD) + L(AD) = L(A).

Consequently

0 ^ L(AD) - Lt(AD) ^ [L(AD) - LS(AD)] + [L(AD) - Lt(AD)\

Ú L(A) - L¡(A) < «

and

L(AD) á Li(AD) + «.

Remembering the disjointedness of ® we have

V E (diam T) g E L(AT) = L[Ac(®)] = L(AD)
re® re®

^ Lt(AD) + € ̂   E (diam T) + e,
re®

and therefore

E (diam T) ^ —— ■
re® v — l

Recapitulation now reveals

L(B) - ( è LS(B) g  E (diam f) = 5 E diam r g ——
re® re® r¡ — 1

and we use the arbitrariness of e to see that £(£) =0 in contradiction to (1)-

The proof is complete.

5.17. Theorem. // A EE2 and L(A) < oo then 35^(^4, x)^l for L almost

allx.

Proof. Relying on 3.4 let £ be a Borel set containing A with £(£) finite

and note from 5.12, 5.13, and 5.16 that 35l(£, a;)^l for L almost all x.

Thus the desired conclusion is reached.

5.18. Lemma. //«G5DÎ, A CE2, and T)f(x) >pt0 for L almost all xin A,
then nL(A)<5(p(E2).

Proof. Let £=-4£*[35«Ha;)>M]. Let 8 be a positive number and g be a

family of circles covering £ such that

(diam T) < 8/5,       «(r) ^ p. diam T for T G g.

Relying on Theorem 5.11, let & be a disjointed subfamily of g such that
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BCXre®r. We thus have

nLi(B) g p X diam f = 5p X diam T g 5 X *(r) = 5*[<r(@)] ^ 5*(Ei)»
re® re® re®

Therefore p.L(A) =p.L(B) ^5<p(E2).

5.19. Corollary. 7/<pG2)î, then Ex[£)f(x) = 00 ] has L measure zero.

Using intersecting measure and applying Lemma 5.18 we have

5.20. Lemma.  If tpCM, ACE2, and 33AC<4, x)>/x^0for L almost all x
in A, then p.L(A) ̂ 5<p(.4).

5.21. Lemma. If <pC$l, A is a Borel set, and 35A(at) >p = 0 for L almost

all xinA, then ¡xL(A) :§ 5<p(.4 ).

Proof. Since A is a Borel set we note from 5.14 that 35A(at) = 33« (.4, at)

for L almost all x in A, and use Lemma 5.20.

5.22. Lemma. If <pG92i, A is a Borel set, and 35«(at)>0/or L almost all
atG-<4. then L(B) =0 whenever B is a Borel subset of A with <p(B) =0.

Proof. Let B be a Borel subset of A with <p(B) =0. Letting

Bn = BE [35«%) > l/n]
X

for each positive integer n, we see from Lemma 5.3 that Bn is a Borel set and

thus from Lemma 5.21 that L(Bn) =0. Furthermore ¿?i+232+7Í3+ • • • is L

almost all of B and thus L(B) =0.

5.23. Lemma. If <pG9W, A CEit and 33« (at) <pfor <p almost all xCA, then

4>(A)£2ßHA).

Proof. Let e>0. Relying on Lemma 5.8, determine a set BCA and a num-

ber ¿>0 such that

HB) = HA) - «

and

*(««)/2r = p

foratGTi and 0<r<o.

Also determine a family g of open subsets of 2£2 such that

B C <K5),       ¿(5) + « =   X diam 5;
«es

sB 9¿ 0,        diam s < 5/2

whenever sGg.

For sGg let T, be a circle with center at a point of sB and radius equal to
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diam 5. We then have the relation

(b(A) - e ̂  «(£) g  E «(£*) à   E «(F.) âfl diam T.
«es »es «es

= 2p. E diam s g 2/i[£(£) + «] á 2/í[£(^) + e].
»es

The conclusion «04) ^2pL(A) follows.

5.24. Corollary. // «G3)î and L(A)<<*>, then AEx['Z)£(x)=0] has «

measure zero.

5.25. Lemma. If «G3JÎ, and 3)f(x) < oo far « almost all x, then correspond-

ing to €>0 /Aere ¿5 a 5>0 smcA /&a/ «(.4) <e whenever L(A)<8.

Proof. Let e>0. Take ju>0 so large that «(£) <2~1e where

£ = £ [35«%) è m].

Putting  5 = e(4ri)_1 we use 5.23 and see: £(.4)<5 implies

<t>(A) g (¡>(AB) + «(4£) g «(£) + «G4£) Ú e/2 + 2p.L(AB)

g e/2 + 2it£(i4) < |e/2 + e/2 = e.

5.26. Corollary.   // «GÜD?, and 35« (x)^00 for « almost all x, then

(¡>(A) =0 whenever L(A) =0.

5.27. Theorem. // «GU, ju>0, A is rectifiable, and 35j(a;) </i for « almost

all xEA, then (p(A)^ÍOfiL(A).

Proof. Let/ be a function on the open interval £»[0</<l] to £2 which

satisfies a Lipschitz condition and whose range R includes A.

We divide the remainder of the proof into three parts.

Part I. If a E A and diam o: = 0 then <p(a) =0.

Proof (by contradiction). Suppose «(a) >0.

The set a is nonvacuous and there is a point p such that

l«= {p}>      3)«%) = °°.

Consequently

«^4 £[35«%) =  oo]^«(a)>0

in contradiction to the hypothesis that 35j(a:) <jt for « almost all x in A.

Part II. If aEA and aEßER with ß connected, then «(a) gl0ju£(/3).

Proof. If diam /3 = 0 then diam a = 0 and «(a) =0 by part I.

We therefore assume diam ft>0.

Let «' = «£*[35J(ar) <p] and note that
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(1) *(«') = *(«).

Let g be the family of circles such that TGg if and only if there is an xCoc'

and an r with

(2) 0 < r ^ diam 0/2

such that

(3) T = ®X   and   <¿(r) < p diam (f).

Clearly g covers a'. Furthermore, since ß is connected, we have from (2) and

Theorem 4.2 that

(4) T G g implies (diam T) ^ 2L(BY).

Now select, according to Theorem 5.11, a countable disjointed subfamily ®

of g such that

(5) a' C  X f.
re®

From (1), (5), (3), Abbreviation 2.25, (4) and the disjointedness of ® we have

Ha) = Hot') = <t>( X f) =  X *(T) =  £ M(diam f)
\re®   /      re® re®

= 5p X diam T ^ 10p X L(ßY)
re® re®

= 10p7[pV(@)] = 10p7(/3).

PartTII. (p(^)gl0p7(^).

Proof. Let e>0 and, by 3.4, let D be an open set containing A such that

(6) L(DR) g L(A) + e.

Let g be the disjointed family of open intervals such that ff(g) is the open

set Et[f(t)CD], and, for 7Gg, let

/*= Z {/(*)}•
<er

Now letting

g = X {/*}
/es

we note that JJ is a countable family of connected Borel subsets of £2 with

dr= X   L{/«)} = X/* = ̂ (g).
/es   ier res

We next select a finite subfamily ® of g such that

HDRC) < «
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where

C = ai®).

Notice that

(7) C C DR

and

(8) 4(A) = HAC) + 4>iAC) = 4>iAC) + «(££C) < «(4Q + e.

Let ÍQ be the family such that ßE& if and only if ß is of the form &($)

where: 3 is a subfamily of ©; er(3) is connected; and <t(3í)(t(© — 3) =0. We

note that § is a finite disjointed family of connected Borel sets.

If it were possible for 5 to be a member of ® and to be a subset of no mem-

ber of § we could be led by an iterative procedure to the false proposition

that & is infinite. Accordingly CEv(& and, since it is evident that <r(§) CC,

we conclude that

(9) C = *($).

Recalling that § is a disjointed family of connected Borel sets we use

(8), (9), Part II, (7), (6) to obtain

«04) á HAC) + e = «[4<r(§)J + e g   E HAß) + «
/ses

^ 10m E £03) + « = IOjiI [*($)] + *
i>e«>

= 10m£(C) + e g 10pL(DB) + t ^ 10m [¿(A) +«] + «•

Therefore«(4) á 10m£(.4).
The proof of 5.27 is complete.

5.28. Corollary. // «GU, then -4£i[35j(a0 =0] has « measure zero for

each rectifiable set A.

5.29. Corollary. // «G3)î, ^)J(x) < oo far « aímos/ a« a;, /Aera «(£) =0

whenever B is a rectifiable set for which L(B) =0.

5.30. Theorem. // «G2», m>0, «04)>0, T)f(x)>nfor xEA, and if $
is the function on £2 such that sEE2 implies \{/(s) is the infimum of numbers

of the form «(5) where S is an open set containing s, then «G2ÏÎ and there is a

point xoEA suck that

35« 04, x0) > m/7.

Proof. A simple check shows that \f/Effl- In order to prove there is a point

XoEA such that

35« (4, x0) > m/7
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we shall show that the relation,

(1) 3VG4, at) g ß/7 ÍotxCA,

leads to a contradiction.

Let e>0, let 27 be an open set such that 77C-4 and

HH) úHA)+ e,

and let g be the family of circles T such that

(2) T C 22,       0 < diam T < 1,       HAT) < 5*(r)/6.

In the next paragraph we show that g covers A.

Supposing atG-4, choose positive numbers ru r2, r3, ■ • • such that r„—»0

as »—» co ;

0 g lim 2rn/H^Tx) < 1/p.
n—»oo

With the aid of (1) we find

_.HAdl") _rHASfl")     2rn   1 a 1        5       5
lim —- = 5 lim   —-—-g 535, (A, x) — = — < —
—  HK") —- L    10r„     HK") J p      7      6

Accordingly for n sufficiently large S^Gg and atG^'C^íg).

Now use Theorem 5.11 to select a countable disjointed subfamily ® of g

for which ^4CXre®r. Therefore, remembering (2), we infer the relation

HA) = *( X  Äf) =   X HAT) <4   Z HT) = 4*[*(®)]
\re®      /      re® 6 re® 6

Z-HH) á — [f(Ä)+t]
6 6

from which follows the false proposition

0 < HA) = HA) Ú—HA) < HA).
6N

5.31. Lemma. If <pC$R, ACEit

35«(at)>0   and   35« (A, x) =0   for    xCA,

then<p(-A)=0.

Proof. Let e>0, n = e[<p(Ez) + l]-1 and g be the family of circles T such

that 0<diam T < 1 and <p(AT) <?/(p(r). In the next paragraph we show that g

covers A.

Letting xCA, choose positive numbers n, r2, r3, • ■ • , such that: rn—»0 as

n—>oo ;
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2rn
0 < hm- < oo.

— HK")

We have

,. ha®*'*")   ... rrtAsfr)   iTn
hm-
~- «(*:»)

[HA®*)      lrn   "I      A
= 5 hm-= 0.

»-.- L   lor,,    «(«;-) J

Accordingly for ra sufficiently large $£BGg and xE®rxnEH%)-

Now use Theorem 5.11 to select a countable disjointed subfamily ® of g

for which A CEre®?' an<^ note that

«04) = «( E  Áf)¿   E HAT) g q E «(r) = ií«k®)] á »7«(£2) + e.
Ve®     /     re® re®

Thus «(4) =0.

5.32. Theorem. If «GSD?, AEE2, and ®f(x)>0 for « almost all xEA,
then T)f(A, x)>0far « almost all a:G-4.

Proof. Let

C = A E [35«%) > O]     and    £ = AE [$>tU, *) = 0].

Consequently 35«^(£C, a:) =0 for xEBC, and we use Lemma 5.31 to obtain

0 = «(£C) = «(£).

5.33. Theorem. If «GU, 4 C£, «(£) <<»,and 35«*(£, x)>0far « a/woi/
a// arG-4, /Aera 35« (4!, a:) >0far « almost allx in A

Proof. Use intersecting measure on £.

6. Rectifiability and directionality. Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 which fol-

low are rather immediate consequences of 2.17.

6.1. Theorem. Sgn iA, x) =0 if and only if A C {x} EE2.

6.2. Theorem. If xEE2, AEE2, then

dir (A, x) =  ] [ Sgn (4£r, x)
reí»

where 8Î is any set of positive numbers with 0 as a cluster point.

6.3. Theorem. If xEE2, AEE2, then

dir« 04, *) = II Sgn (Aß, x)
/¡es

where

§ = E\ßCA,%£iß,x) = 0].
P
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Recalling 2.8 we obtain

6.4. Theorem. If <p is counting measure, atG2s2, and A C2i2, then

dir« (A, x) = dir (A, at).

6.5. Theorem. 7/<pGU, ACE2, BCE2, and xCE2, then
(i) Sgn (A+B, x) =Sgn (A,x)+Sgn (B, x),

(ii) dir (A+B, at) =dir (A, at)+dir (B, x),

(iii) dir« (A+B, at) =dir« (A, at)+dir« (23, at).

Proof. Since the closure of the union of two sets is the union of the closures

of these sets we see that (i) holds. If ßi and /32 are sets such that 33« (ft, x)

= 33A(ft, at) =0, then 35«(/3i+/32, x) =0; and we see that (iii) holds. Letting 0

be the counting measure of 2.8 and 3.14, we see that (ii) follows from (iii).

6.6. Theorem. 7/0GU, atG-4C232, and C is a bounded closed set with

C dir« (A, at)=0, then there is a set BCA such that 35«(23, at)=0 and

CSgn (,425,x)=0.

Proof. For zCC: let ßz be such that

ß. C A, 35?(p\, *) = 0;  {3} Sgn (Aß., x) = 0;

recall that Sgn (Aß., at) is closed; take Sz to be an open set of which 2 is an

element and for which Sz Sgn (Aßz, x) = 0. The Heine-Borel Theorem allows us

to select a finite subset C of C such that

C c Es,,
zee

Letting

B =   X P\.
«ec

checking that

33^(23, at) g  X 3)ÍG8., se) = 0,

we observe that zCC implies

5, Sgn (AB, x) C Sz Sgn (Aß„ at) = 0.

Thus

C Sgn (.423, x) C   ES, Sgn (AB, at) = 0

and the proof is complete.

By taking C=G'0i0) in the above theorem we have the
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6.7. Theorem. 7/ «GU and AEE2 then dir« (A, x)=0 if and only if

®f(A-{x},x)=0.

Letting « be counting measure in Theorem 6.7 we have

6.8. Corollary. If A EE? then dir (A, x) ¿¿0 if and only if x is a cluster

point of A.

Using 6.7 and Theorem 5.12 we have the following

6.9. Corollary. //«G3ÏÎ, A is a Borel set, then dir« (Ä, a;) =0 for L almost

all xEA.

From 6.5(iii) and Corollary 6.9 we have the

6.10. Theorem. If «G9K and A is a Borel subset of £2, then dir« (A, x)

= dir« (a:) for L almost all xEA.

Use of intersecting measure leads to the

6.11. Corollary. 7/«GU, £C-4C£2, «04)<oo, and B is a Borel set,

then dir« (£, a:) =dir« (A, x) for L almost all xEB.

6.12. Theorem. If A is strictly rectifiable, then there is a set WEA with

L(A W) = 0 such that a; G IF implies :

(i) A is directional at x ;

(ii) ®J(A, x)=®t(A,x) = l;
(iii) corresponding to £Gdir (A, x) there is a continuum aEA such that

35l («, x) = 1/2 and dir (a, x) = £.

Proof. If diam A =0 then £(.4) =0 and the theorem is trivial.

We assume henceforth that diam ,4>0.

Let g be a function on [0, 1 ] to £2 which satisfies a Lipschitz condition

and whose range is A. Using the process known as parametrizing according

to arc length, we ascertain a number />0 and a function / on [0, /] with

range A for which

I f(t") - /(/') | < /" - /'    for    0 £ t Ú I" ¡S I,

| /'(/) | = 1    for Lebesgue almost all / in [0, /].

We now define

T»- [0,/]£[|/'(/)| ^1]+ {0} + {/},

£i=   E  {/«},
«er,

£î = .4£ [35^04, x) > 1],

IF = 4£i£2.
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Thus 7,(232) =0 by Theorem 5.17. From (1) we conclude L(23i) ^(Lebesgue

measure of 7i) = 0. Therefore

L(AW) = 0.

We set about showing that W has the additional properties ascribed to

it by the theorem. To this end let x be any point in W and select a number r,

with 0<t</, for which x=/(t). Define z=f'(r), note that |z| =1, take ô>0

such that

(2) 0 < I t - t I < 8   implies

Let

ftt)-ftr)
— z

t —  T
< 1/2.

Ax=       X    {/CO}.       A2=       X      {/(')},       A3 = AX + A2.

Note that A\, i42 and As are closed connected sets (continua).

We divide the remainder of the proof into 6 parts.

Part I. If t'<t", r-ô^t'^r^t" =t + 5, then 0< \f(t") -/(/')|.
Proof (by contradiction). Assuming f(t') =f(t") we infer from (2) that

0<t" - t' = \z\ (t" -O-l if - *)* + (t- t')zI

= I [<" - r]z - \f(t") - fti)] I + I [r - t']z - [f(i) - f(t')]\

S (t" - r)/2 + (r - 0/2 = (t" - 0/2.

As an immediate consequence of Part I we have

Part II. i4ii42 = {at}, diam i4i>0, diam i42>0.

Part III. ®J(AU at) = 1/2, 33^2, x) = 1/2,

33z, (A, at) = 35l (A, x) = 33z, (A3, x) = 35z. 04s, at) = 1,       33z, (AÄ3) = 0.

Proof Since Ai and A2 are continua with positive diameter, it follows from

Theorem 4.2 that 35j(i4i, x) è 1/2 and 35¿f(^2, x) ^ 1/2. Hence, since

Al+Ai=A3, L(AiAt) = 7,({x})=0 and 35A(4, x)£l, we infer

1 = 35z, (ill, x) + 35z, (Ai, at) g 3)1 (iii + At, x) - 3)1 (ii,, at)

= 3)I(i4, x) g 35A(¿, at) á 1.

Furthermore, inasmuch as 35¿f (í4j, x) á35A(i43, x) t§33A(i4, x), we also have

33A(i43,x) = l. Using that A 3 is an L measurable (closed) subset ofi4, we obtain

0 á 33A(iL43, x) g 35¿ (il, x) - 3)1 C43, x) = 1 - 1 = 0

and thus Part III is proved.

Part IV. dir (i4i, x)= { -2}, dir (i42, x)= {z}.
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Proof. Let qi, q2, q3, ■ ■ • be points distinct from x with q„—*x as ra—» oo and

such that either

qn E Ai   for   ra = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • or       qn E A2   for    n = 1, 2 3, ■ • •.

For each positive integer ra: let /„ be such that/(/„)= g„ and [/„ — t\ <8; note

that (2) helps us infer

|?.-*1 = \f(Q -f(r)\ fc|fc-r|/2i

Accordingly /„—»r as ra—* oo. By letting v = — 1 or +1 according as gi is or is

not an element of .4i, we see that v(tn — t)>0 for each positive integer ra,

and also see that

,.         On-x                     f(tn)-f(r) f(tn)-f(r)        v(t„ - r)
hm -.-¡-  = hm -.-r  = hm
»->«  | ç» — * | «^»  I /(/„) — f(r) | »-.«>    ?(/„ - t)      I /(/„) - /(t)

/n  —  T

= vz lim
n—►«

Z

" i—r = vz.
\f(Q-f(r)\

Part V. dir (A, x) = { — z} + {z} and A is directional at x.

Proof. Let £ be any point in dir (A, x). Let pi, p2, p», • • •  be points in A

distinct from x with

pn — x
(3) lim pn = x, lim -j-.   = £.

n—»oo n-*w  | ^n — a: I

For each positive integer ra : let

(4) p„ = dist({p„},A3)/2,       rn = \pn - x\ + pn;

check that

Pn^2Pn^\pn-   X\, .«£ C £", 4,fl£   =   0,

¿43sr; d ¿i3t r;$p;„ = 4i,« ;: = a®"v\-,

observe that Theorem 4.2 implies

£04C) ^ pn;

infer

(5) Q <\ pn - x\ ■£ rn ■£ 2\ Pn - x\;

L(AÄ3®T:)     L(A®';n) Pn
(6) -^-â

2r„ 2r„ 41 pn — x \

Thus inasmuch as 35* (4^43, x) =0 by Part III, we see from (5) and (6) that

(7) lim -,-r = 0.
»->»   I Pn  —   X\
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Now, fof each positive integer n: recall the definition (4) of pn; remember

that i43 is closed; choose qn so that

(8) q„ G A3, | pn — qn \ = 2pn ^ | pn — x \ ;

and note

(9) | qn — x | ^ | pn — x | — | />„ — qn | = | pn — x | — 2pn.

With (7) in mind select a positive number N so that« > N implies 2pn<\pn—x\

which in turn, by virtue of (9), implies \qn — x\ >0. Consequently n>N im-

plies

pn — x qn — x

Pn  -   X\ qn- x\

pn — qn + qn — x q„ — x

I Pn -  X | q, - *

2p„

Pn   —   X\

2pn

Pn —   x\

2pn

Pn —  x\

+
qn — x qn — x

pn — x I I qn — x |

'  qn  -   X |   -  |  pn  -  X |

+ j  ?n  —   X |

?»  —  Pn
+

pn — x I | qn — x I

4p„

Pn —  X I I />„ —   X

This last relation, (7), and (3) combine to yield

?n - x
hm1-i
n^»  | qn — x I

hm -j-:
n—>»   | y„ —  X |

= s

and, since (3) and (8) assure us that qn—>x with g„ in i43 as w—» «, it is immedi-

ate that

£ G dir (i43, x).

By our choice of £ we have now shown

dir (i4, x) C dir (i4 3, x) C dir (i4, x),

so that use of 6.5(iii) and Part IV yields

dir (i4, x) = dir (.4s, x) = dir (i4i, x) + dir (i42, x) = {— z} + {z}.

Referring to 2.19 and 2.20 we conclude at once that i4 is directional at x.

Part VI. If £Gdir (i4, x), then there is a continuum aCA such that

35zf(a, x) = l/2 and dir (a, x)=£.
Proof. From Part V we know £= —z or £ = z. Recalling Part III we take

a=i4i in the event £= — z and take a = A2 in the event £ = z. Since the sets

i4i and .42 are continua the proof is complete.

6.13. Lemma. If <pG9ïî, i4 is strictly rectifiable, p>0, 35«(x)>p/or L al-
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most all x in A, and 35 J (a:) < oo far « almost all x, then A is « directional at «

almost all of its points.

Proof. Identifying the notation of the theorem and that of 6.12 we let IF

be the set whose existence is assured by 6.12, and let y be any point in IF.

Since £(.4IF)=0, Remark 2.15(h) and Corollary 5.29 enables us to infer

HAW) =0. Therefore, since A is directional at y according to 6.12, we know

that dir (.4, a;) is diametral and that completion of our proof is tantamount to

the verification of

(1) dir, (A, y) - dir (A, y).

Select £Gdir (A, x) and let, as in 6.12, a be a continuum contained in A

for which

3)1 (a, y) ^ 1/2,        dir (a, y) = {?}.

Since 35« (x) >m for L almost all a; in A, we are assured by 5.21 of the follow-

ing relation,

«(aft',)       m  L(a®Ty)
-> — - for r > 0,

2r       '5       2r

which convinces us that

35« (a, y) ^ m/10 > 0.

Thus, since «({y}) =0 by 5.29, we have

3)*% - {y},y) = 35«%, y) â 3)«%, y) > 0.

Hence from 6.7 it follows that

0 * dir« (a, y) C dir (a, y) = {f}.

Accordingly

£ G dir« (a, y) C dir« (A, y),

and recalling the choice of £, it is apparent that

dir 04, y) C dir« (4, y) Ç dir 04, y).

The validity of (1) is established and the proof is complete.

We later obtain as an incidental result that a strictly rectifiable set A is

L directional at L almost all points of A. This special result may now be ob

tained by defining the function « on £2 so that «(5) =£(.45) for SC£î and

applying Lemma 6.13.

6.14. Lemma. 7/«GÜ)í, A is a strictly rectifiable set, and 3)J(a:) < oo far «

almost all x, then dir^ix) is diametral for « almost all xin A.
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Proof.  Let e>0. Since i4£x[35A(x) = 0] has <p measure zero by 5.24, we

select such a number p that

(1) 0 < p < 1,       HAB) < e,

where B is the Borel set i4Ex[33«(x) >p].

Let yp be the auxiliary function on £2 such that

Hs) = HBs) + L(ABs) for s C E2.

Check that ^ G 2«.
From 2.15(h) and 5.29 it is clear that <p(Bs) =0 whenever L(s) =0. Thus

(2) L(s) = 0   implies   H¡) = 0.

Since Corollary 5.19 implies the set

E [3)i (*) = °° ]

has L measure zero, it follows from (2) that

V A
(3) 33« (x) g .33« (x) < « for 1// almost all x.

Since

(4) Hß) = Hß) for ß C B,

we use 5.14 to infer

(5) 33A(x) = 3)f (B, x) = 3)f (23, x) = 3)f (x) > p

for 7 almost all x in B; on the other hand; using 5.15 and 6.12, we also infer

(6) 35A(x) = 3)« (B, x) = 33A(i423, x) = 3)l(í4, x) = 1 > p

for 7 almost all xGi423. Relations (5) and (6) assure us that

A
(7) 33« (x) > p for 7 almost all x in i4.

We combine (3), (7) and 6.13 and discover that A is\p directional at ip almost

all of its points. Accordingly

(8) dir« (i4, x) is diametral

for \p almost all x in i4.

From (4) and 6.3 it may be inferred that

dir« (B, x) = dir« (B, x) for x G B.

From this and 6.11 it follows that

(9) dir« (A, x) = dir« (B, x) = dir« (B, x) = dir« (x)
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for £, and hence «, almost all x in £. Consequently, in view of (8) and (9),

we see that dir« (a:) is diametral for if/ almost all a; in B.

Hence dir« (a:) is diametral for « almost all x in B.

Reference to (1) completes the proof.

6.15. Theorem. If «GU, A is « rectifiable, (¡>(A) < oo, and 35j(.4, x) < oo

for « almost all xin A, then A is « directional at « almost all of its points.

Proof (by contradiction). Choose B so that £C-4, «(£) > 0, and dir« (4, x)

is nondiametral for xEB. Use the « rectifiability of A to obtain a strictly

rectifiable set C for which «(£C) >0.

Let <$ be the function on £2 such that $(s) =«(45) for sEE2 and note:

*G3tt; $)Jix) < 00 for * almost all x;

(1) HBC) = «(£C) > 0.

Since #(j8) =«(18) for each ftC-4 it follows from 6.5(iii) and 6.3 that a:G£2

implies

dir* (x) = dir* (A, x) + dir* (4, a:) = dir* (A, x) = dir« (A, x).

Accordingly dir* (a;) is nondiametral for each xEBC, and 6.14 assures us that

$>(£C) =0 in contradiction to (1).

6.16. Remark. In Theorem 6.15 the hypothesis that «(.4)< 00 may be

dispensed with. We neither prove nor use this fact.

6.17 Lemma. If «GSDÎ, 35 J (a:) < 00 far « almost all x, and A is rectifiable,
then there is a set BEA such that: «(.4£)=0; £ is directional at each of its

points; and

dir (B, x) = dir« (£, x) = dir« (A, x) = dir (A, x)

for each xEB.

Proof. Let C be a strictly rectifiable set containing A and define

IFi = CE [C is directional at x],
X

W2 = AE [A is « directional at a;],
X

B = WiW2.

Note that £C-4 and use 6.12, 5.29, and 6.15 to infer

£04ÍFi) = 0 = HAWi),       HAW2) = 0,        (p(AB) = 0.

Thus, with the aid of 6.5(iii) and 6.7, verify that xEE2 implies

dir« (A, x) = dir« (AB, x) + dir« (B, x)

= dir« (£, x) E dir (B, x) C dir (A, x) E dir (C, x).
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Since both dir« (i4, x) and dir (C, x) are diametral for each xC-B, we con-

clude from (1) that

dir (B, x) = dir« (B, x) = dir« (i4, x) = dir (i4, x)

for each xCB, and that B is directional at each of its points.

6.18. Theorem. If<pCVL,<p(A)<<x>)^)J(A,x)<<xfor<palmostallxinA,
and A is rectifiable, then A contains a subset B such that <p(AB)=0 and such

that B is directional and <f> directional at each of its points.

Proof. Use intersecting measure and 6.3, and apply Lemma 6.17.

6.19. Theorem. 7/<pGU, <p(A) < co, 35J(A, x) < 00 for <f> almost all x in A,

and A is <p rectifiable, then corresponding to each positive number t there is a set

BCA such that <p(AB) <e and such that B is directional at each of its points.

Proof. Use 6.18 and the definition of <f> rectifiability.

7. Restrictedness and rectifiability. We recall, before giving the next theo-

rem and its proof, that i is the point (0, 1) of E2 and that for x in E2 the num-

bers xi and x2 are such that x= (xi, x2).

7.1. Theorem. If r¡>0, A is a bounded subset of E2, and ®ï Sgn (i4, x) is

vacuous whenever xCA, then A is rectifiable.

Proof. The theorem being obvious in case there is a PC.E2 such that

A C {p}, we assume that A contains at least two points.

Let p' and p" be distinct elements of .4 and set P = p" —p'. Since

$t Sgn (i4, x) is vacuous for x in .4 we know that

\i-p/\p\\^n,

from which follow successively the relations

l-Pt/\P\   + |P,|/|P|   =7?,

Píáípj+a -i»)ip| = |Pi| + (i-^(|Pi| +|p2|),

P2 - (1 - r,) ¡ P2 I  = 2 I Pi I.

Thus if P2 = 0 we conclude from the last relation that

P2   =   277-1 I  Pi I ,

an inequality which is obvious if P2<0. Accordingly

Pi' -Pi = 2t,-1 I pi' -p{ I

and we have shown

x2" - xi = 27J-11 x/' - x/ I for x' G A and x" G A.

This implies
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| x{' -. x{ I g 2v~l \x{' - x{ | for x' and x" in A

which in turn implies

(1) | as," - xl | g lr,~l1 */' - x{ | for x' and a;" in clsr A.

Letting

4 = clsr A,       C = E {*i}>
»ex

we note that C is a bounded closed subset of £i and that (1) assures us that A

is the graph of a function (or, if we prefer, is a function) with domain C. De-

noting this function by h we observe

(2) £ {(#,*(<))} -X
<ec

Taking £ as the closed interval containing C with end points in C we extend

the function h to the open intervals comprising J— C by linear interpolation

to obtain a function g on £ which, because of (1), satisfies the Lipschitz con-

dition

I g(t") - g(t') | S 2n-i | /" - /' | for t'EJ and /" G J.

Finally we define/ on J by

/(*) = (*, g(0) for / G J.

Clearly / satisfies the Lipschitz condition

I f(t") - /(/') |^(1 + 2t?-1) I t" - /' | for t'EJ and /" G £

By (2) the range of/ includes 4 which in turn includes A.

7.2. Theorem. If n>0, A is a bounded subset of E2, zEEt with \z\ =1,

and if ®ï Sgn (4, x) is vacuous whenever xEA, then A is rectifiable.

The proof is obvious and may be effected by the rotational device of

letting

5 =  E {- izx},
i£s

selecting 40 so that A0=A, and checking that A is congruent to the set At

which is rectifiable by 7.1.

This scheme is employed in more detail in the proof of 7.19 where the

argument is slightly more complicated due to the presence of a measure.

7.3. Theorem. If n>0, r>0, A is a bounded subset of E2, zEE2 with

\z\ =1, and if ®l Sgn (A®TX, x) is vacuous whenever a:G-4, then A is rectifiable.
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Proof. Let g be a finite family of sets such that -4C0"(g)C£2 and

diam 5<2_Ir whenever sGg- Clearly if sGg and xEs then AsEA®x and

Sgn 04s, a:)CSgn (A®TX, x). Thus by 7.2, sGg implies As is rectifiable and

therefore, g being finite, E»es045) is rectifiable.

7.4. Theorem. If A is restricted at each of its points, then there is a count-

able family g of rectifiable sets for which

A = <r(g).

Proof. Recall 2.22. Let r = £2£*[|z| =l]. Let £ be such a countable sub-

set of T that its closure is T. Let R be the set of positive rationals less than 1.

Let N be the set of positive integers. Let An= ®"o,o)A.

Checking that

a = E   E   E   E <»(«.f. v, z)
:6u     t£«     re«    «ËV

where

œ(n, r, v, z) = AnE [®] Sgn (An®x, x) = 0],
X

we see in the light of 7.3 that g may be taken as the countable family

E     E     E     E iHn, r,v, z)}.
iGb    ,£s    re«    nCAT

7.5. Definition. For a and X positive numbers and a;G£2 we define

(x, a, \) = E [\ yi — xi\ < a   and   | y2 — x2\ < \a].

7.6. Lemma. If xEE2, 0<X, 0<tj, 0<a, Xt? = 40, and if x' and x" are ele-
ments of (x, 5a, X)/or which xi' —x2' =\a, then there are sets a' and a" such that

a'{x'} + a"{x"} =0,        a' + a" = (a;, 5a, X),

Sgn (a', x') E ®l        Sgn (a", x") E ®-<.

Proof. Consider the sets

l~i i *i + *»" 1
a  = £      yi — Xi   < 5a and-^ y2 < x2 + 5\a  ," L 2 J

I",                |                                                       xi +a;2"-l
a" = £    \ yi — Xi\ < 5a and a:2 — 5Xa < y2 ^ -   .

Clearly a'{x'} =0, a"{a;"} =0 and a'+a"= (x, 5a, X). We shall now prove

(1) Sgn (a', x') E ®l

Let p'Eoc', denote p'—x' by £' and note the relations
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X2

£1  I  < 10«,

x2" — x2       Xa
-= — > 0

2 2

which together imply

p' - x' {'

í'

£ ' It'

«' I f' I

(2)
«' I - tí + I tí Ui    + tí - tí + I tí

In        ~ In
2 I tí I       4 I £/ I       40a      40 _

| £' | Xa Xa        X

Thus (1) is established.

Similarly taking p" Col" and denoting x" —p" by £" we note the relations

I"   = Xa/2 > 0     and       tí'    < 10a

which together imply

>■"   1      1

p" - x" a
<v-

We conclude

Sgn (a", x") C £-„

As a corollary we have

7.7. Lemma. If xCE2, 0<X, 0<ti, 0<a, X??=40, yG(x, 5a, X), |y2-x2|
= Xa, /Äew //¡ere are sets ß' and ß" such that

ß'{x} + ß"{y}  = 0,        18' + /S" = (x, 5a, X),

Sgn (j8', x) + Sgn (0", y) C *-< + *!.

7.8. Lemma. If xCACE2, 0<t?<1, Xi; = 40, co=10"2, and Sgn (i4, x).<î7
is nonvacuous, then there is a number b>0 such that

0 5¿ i4£  [( I vi - xi I < 6) <z»(/ ( ¡ ,v2 - Xi I = X&)].

Proof. Since Sgn {A, x)S{'¡'' is nonvacuous we select a point pCA such that

I   p — x

p-x\
i\ < w-q < 10-■*,
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let £=p—x, and check in order:

1*1
£2

E

— i

- 1

■Gîr'OI
< 10-2,       ii > 0,

<oiV < 10-2,

Accordingly

ii I < «i I i I á «"»J I ir I + <«"71 Í2 I á —-h «171 iï I,

ll,lS2„,l£,|.iM<M.

/>2  —   X2 I
I />i — Xi I <

We now define b so that X¿> = | p2—x2\, note that | pi—Xi\ <b, and conclude

AE [( I yi - xi I < ô) and ( | y, - *»|. ■» X6)]

is nonvacuous (in fact /> is irt it).

7.9. Definition. We say A is countably « rectifiable if and only if «GU

and there is a countable family g of rectifiable sets such that

<p[A -<r(g)] = 0.

It should be noted that A is countably « rectifiable whenever it is « recti-

fiable. Furthermore if «(.4) < 00 then A is countably « rectifiable when and

only when A is « rectifiable. It is likewise obvious that <r(@) is cou'ntably «

rectifiable whenever © is a countable family of countably « rectifiable sets.

7.10. Notation. Whenever «GU the notation «° will be used to denote

that function \p on £2 such that sEE2 implies «is) is the infimum of numbers

of the form <p(S) where 5 is an open set containing s.

Thus from 3.12 it follows that «° G U or «° G 9DÎ according as « G U or « G SDÎ.

7.11. Theorem. If «GU, e>0, 0<??<1, X?; = 40, 5>0, 0<p^40-15,
%EA EE2, and if corresponding to each xEA there is a set B such that

(i) (®U+®l)Sgn(B,x)=0,
(ii) <t>(B®x)^2refor0<r^8,

then there is a rectifiable set D such that

<t>a(AD®\) g 240Xpe.

Proof. Let

(1) K = ASt(,
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(2) a = 10-2,

(3) D = KE [«7 Sgn (K, x) = Oj,
X

(4) C = KD.

From 7.1 it follows that D is rectifiable.

Notice that

(5) D + C = K,

and that verification (in Part IV below) of the relation

<t>°(C) = 240Xp«

will complete the proof.

For xCC we define a numerical set Tx as follows: bCTx if and only if

ft>0and

(6) 0 * KE [( | yi - xi | < 6) and ( | y« — *i j = Xi) J.

Accordingly for xGC: we use (2), (3), (4) and Lemma 7.8 to check that Tx9¿0;

with the aid of (6) and (1) we infer

(7) X sup Tx g diam K ^ 2p < » ;

we select a number axC Tx such that

(8) 0 < ax ^ sup 7* ^ 2a* < ».

Letting

$= £ {E[\t-Xl\ <«,]},     *- E M.

observing that XC2ii and that X is covered by the family § of open intervals,

we use the one-dimensional analogue of 5.11 to obtain a countable subset Co

of C for which

(9) 2Z {-E [ | * — Xi | < ax]} is disjointed
iGc0.  '

and

(10) XC £ 2£[|<- xi| <5a.].

We divide the remainder of the proof into four parts.

Part I.

Z 2a, á 6p.
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Proof. With the aid of (4) and (1) we obtain

diam X á diam C S diam 2f = 2p

so that we may use (8) and (7) to infer

diam Z E [ I * - *\ \ < ax] ^ 2p + diam X + 2p ^ 6p.
i£c0

Recourse to (9) completes this proof.

Part II.

C C Z (x, 5ax, X).

Proof (by contradiction). Suppose y is in C and

(H) y <£ Z (x, 5ax, X),
IËC,

note that y\CX and use (10) to secure an x' in C for which

(12) | yi - *,' | < So*.

Now the statement, yG(*. 5aX', X), which is a consequence of (11), combines

with (12) to yield

5Xax- ^ | y2 — x2 |.

Determining b so that Xô = |y2—X2' | we have

(13) 5\ax> :£ I y2 — x2 | = \b.

Thus (13) implies the relation

5ax- ^ b < 5b

which combines with (12) to tell us

(14) I yi - x/ I < b.

From the relations yCCCK, (14), (13), (6) follows the proposition

& er«.
which, viewed in the light of (8) and (13), implies the contradiction

b ^ sup Tx> ^ 2ax> < 5ax> á b.

Part III. IfxCCothen

H(x, Sax, X)) ^ 80Xax«.

Proof. Since axCTx we use (6) to ascertain a point yCK with

I yi — xi I < ax,        j y2 — x21 = \ax.
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Noting that x and y are in (x, 5az, X) with  \y2— x2\ =XaI( and invoking

Lemma 7.7, we choose sets ß' and ß" for which

ß'{x} +ß"{y} =0,       ß' + ß" = (x,5ax,\),

Sgn 09', *) + Sgn (ß", y) C ®-i + ®l

Puttingd = diam (a:, 5ax,\), and checking that 1 gX< oo, we use (8) and (7) to

obtain

(16) d ^ 10a* + 10Xax ̂  20\ax ^ 40p ^ 5.

Because of (16), (ii), (i), and the fact that x and y are in K~EA, we can

and do select sets £i and £2 such that

(17) HBi®t) è 2de,        *(JJi«2) g 2de,

and

(«_i + AÎ)[Sgn (£i, x) + Sgn (£2, y)] = 0.

Referring to (15) and the last relation we deduce

Sgn (ß'Bi, x) + Sgn (ß"B2, y) C (®-< + *ï)[Sgn (£i, *) + Sgn (£2, y)] = 0,

and thus, from 6.1 and (15), conclude ß'Bi+ß"B2Eß'{x} +ß"{y} =0. Ac-

cordingly the relation

(x, Sa„ X) = ß' + ß" = ß'Bi + ß'Bi + /3"£2 + ß"B2 ,

= /3'£i + ß"B2 C £i(*. 5a., X) + B2(x, 5ax, X)

C Bi®t + £2Ä»

may be combined with (17) and (16) to give

«((a;, 5ax, X)) ^ HBi®í) + HB2®t) g 4áe ^ 80Xaxe.

Part IV. «0(C)á240Xpe.

Proof. Using the fact that the set

E (*. 5«x, X)

is open and also 7.10, Parts II, III, and I, we discover

*°(C) ̂  «(    E <*, Sa„ X)) g  E ««*, 5a*, X»

^ E 80Xa*e = 40Xe E 2a, g 240Xpe.
i£c0 i£c0

7.12. Theorem. //«GU, 0<t;<1, 5>0, .4 ¿s a bounded subset of E2, and

if corresponding to each xEA there is a set B such that
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(i) («!< + «?) Sgn (B, x)=0,

(ii) <p(BWx)S2r for 0<r^5,
then there is a rectifiable set C such that <p°(AC) < co.

Proof. Let % be a finite family of nonvacuous sets each with diameter less

than 40~15 such that i4 =<r(0:). Letting Xi7= 40, p=40~15, e = l, we use 7.11

to associate with each sGS a point xeCs and a rectifiable set 23, such that

<¡>°(sD.) = <t>°(sD.$tx,) ̂ 240Xpe < =o.

Accordingly the rectifiable set

Eft

has the properties demanded of C by the theorem.

7.13. Theorem. 7/>G2W,#(i4)>0,

35A(x) > 0    and    ({- i] + {i}) dir« (x) = 0

for <p almost all x CA, then there is a rectifiable set with positive <j> measure.

Proof. Ascertain p>0 so that <p(i4i)>0 where

ill = AE [33« (x) > p].
X

Remember that Sgn (s, x) is closed for sCEz and xG2i2, and select a posi-

tive number i;<1 such that <p(i42)>0 where i42 is the set for which xG^2 if

and only if there is a set B such that

x G ill,        (®-t + Stl) Sgn (B, x) = 0,        35t (B, x) = 0.

Choose X and e so that

Xt? = 40,

(1) 240Xe = p/10.

Take 5>0 so that <p(i43)>0 where -43 is the set for which xG^3 if and only

if there is a set B such that

x G A2,        (St-, + f') Sgn (B, x) = 0,

HBSfx) = 2re for 0 < r ^ Ô.

Noting i4sCi4i with <p(i43)>0, we infer that 35«(x)>p for xGi43, use 7.10

and 5.30 to obtain a point £ in i43 for which 35Ao(.43, £) > 7~lp and fix a num-

ber p such that

0 < p è 5/40,

(2) 0°C43tí) > 2pp/7 > pp/7.
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With the aid of 7.11 we so secure a rectifiable set D that

¿(AzD®^ g 240Xpe.

Viewing this last relation in the light of (2) and (1) we discover

«"(£) è 4(AzD®'i) = <p(A3®\) - «Vsßtfi)

è Mp/7 - 240Xpe > mp/10 - mp/10 = 0.

Now let K = c\sr D. Since D is rectifiable, K is likewise. From 3.12 and (3)

follows the relation

«(£) = «"(£) â «"(£) > 0.

Consequently there is a rectifiable set, namely K, with positive « measure.

The proof is complete.

7.14. Theorem. 7/«G9W, «04) >0,

$¿(*) > 0   and    ({- »} + {¿})dir«(aO = 0

for « almost all xEA, then there is a rectifiable subset of A with positive «

measure.

Proof. Let ^GSIÎ be the function on £2 such that sEE2 implies $(s)

=<t>(As). Since 35*(x) = 35«(A, x) for a:G£2 we infer from 5.32 that

35*(a:)>0 for « almost all a: in A. Inasmuch as the relation

dir* (x) E dir« (x) for x E £2

follows immediately from Definition 2.17, it is evident that

({-*} + {;})dir*(*) = 0

for « almost all a;G-4- Consequently

35*(a:)>0,        ({- ») +■{»}) dir* (*) = 0

not only for « almost all a: in A but for $ almost all x.

Thus 7.13 guarantees us a rectifiable set C with $(C)>0 and we obtain

the rectifiable set A C with (p(A C) = *(C) >0.

7.15. Lemma. 7/«G3Jî and if every Borel set with positive « measure con-

tains a rectifiable set with positive « measure, then E2 is « rectifiable.

Proof. Let e > 0 and g be the family of all rectifiable sets. Denote

sup «(a)
»es

by Ai and let CiCC2CC3C ■ • • be closed rectifiable sets for which (p(C„)—*M
as ra—> 00. Setting

C = Cx + C2 + C3 + • • •
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we observe that C is a Borel set and that, whether <p(C)>0 or <p(C)—0, our

hypotheses enable us to select a number p>0 and a rectifiable subset A0oi €

such that 0(i4o) =P0(C). Since C„+-40 is then rectifiable with CnAoCCAo

CCC = 0 for each positive integer n, we have

M + riHC) = M + HAo) = lim [HC„) + HAo)] = lim <¿(Cn + A0) = M,
n—* « n—* «o

from which it follows that

pHc) = 0,     0(c) = 0.

Inasmuch as <p(Cn)—><i>(C) =0 as w—><» we know that <p(Cn) <e for n suffi-

ciently large. Accordingly E2 is <j> rectifiable.

7.16. Theorem. If cpCW, A CE2,

33A(x) > 0    and    ({ - i} + {i}) dir« (x) = 0

for <p almost all xCA, then A is <f> rectifiable.

Proof. Let <ï>G9)î be the function on £2 such that sC2?2 implies $>(s)

=<p(As). A glance at the proof of 7.14 convinces us that

35t(x) > 0,        ({- i} + {t})dir#(se) = 0

for <f> almost all x. Thus, corresponding to each Borel set B with positive 4>

measure there is, by 7.14, a rectifiable subset of B with positive i> measure.

Accordingly 7.15 assures us £2 is $ rectifiable. Hence i4 is <p rectifiable.

7.17. Theorem. 7/0GU, <p°(i4)<co,

35« (x) > 0    and    ({- i} + {i}) dir« (x) = 0

for 4> almost all xG^4, then A is <p rectifiable.

Proof. Since <p°(A) < 00 we can and do select an open set G containingi4

for which <p(G) < ». Letting $ be the function on £2 such that sCE2 implies

$(s)=(p(Gs) we note: 3>G2fl;

A A
35* (x) = 33« (x),       dir* (x) = dir« (x)

for each .r in the open set G. Consequently

35*(x) > 0,       ({-*} + {*}) dir* (*) - 0

for <j> and «3? almost all xG^4- Theorem 7.16 now assures us that A is $ recti-

fiable. Thus i4, being a subset of G, is <p rectifiable.

7.18. Theorem. 7/0GU, i4G72,

35« (x) > 0    and    ({- i} + {i}) dir« (x) = 0
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for « almost all x EA, then A is countably « rectifiable.

Proof. Lçt R be the set of positive rationals less than 1. Let N be the set

of positive integers. For nEN, vER, 8ER we let w(ra, 77, 8) be the set defined

by: a:Gw(ra, 17, 5) if and only if there is a set B such that

(0) x E A,        \ x\ ;£ ra,

(1) (®-i + ®1) Sgn (B, x) = 0,

(2) HB®Tx) á 2r for 0 < r g 5.

Setting

(3) h= E     E     E «(*. *■ 5)
IE«     .16«    nËiV

we check that

ADHDAE[({-i} + {i})dir«(a;) = 0],

infer from our hypotheses that

(4) HAH) = 0,

and divide the remainder of the proof into two parts.

Part I. If nEN, r¡ER, 8ER, then w(ra, n, 8) is countably rectifiable.
Proof. Let D=u(n, n, 8). Since (0) implies D is a bounded subset of A,

we use (1), (2), and 7.12 to obtain a rectifiable set C such that «°(£>C) < 00.

From 7.17 it follows that DC is « rectifiable. Thus the set £>, which equals

DC+DC, is « rectifiable and hence, a fortiori, countably « rectifiable.

Part II. A is countably « rectifiable.

Proof. From (3) and Part I we know 77 is countably « rectifiable. In view

of (4) it is now evident that A is countably « rectifiable.

7.19. Theorem. 7/«GU, -4C£2> Z is a diametral set,

35« (x) > 0    and   Z dir« (a;) = 0

for « almost all x EA, then A is countably « rectifiable.

Proof. Let { — z} + {z} =Z; x' = —zix, for a;G£2;

* = EM
,e t

for jC-Eï. Let « be the function on £2 such that

«(s) = «(s) for s C £2.

Observe that \x'—y'\ = |a;—y\ for x and y in £2, check that «GU, and note

that
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Z * = Z i.      11s=IIj
«es       ses ses       ses

for each family g of subsets of £2- Next infer
- A A
Sgn (i, x) = Sgn (5, x'),       35« (s, x) = 35« (s, x'),

dir« (x) = dir« (x')

whenever SCE2 and xG2i2-

Setting

(2) iii = il E [35A(y) > 0 and Z dir« (y) = O]

we select i40 so that -40=i4i and verify that

(3) ({-»} + {¿})dir«(x) = ({- z} + {*}) dir« (x') = Z dir« (*') = 0

for xGilo- With the help of (2), (1), (3), 7.18 and 7.9 we secure a countable

family ® of rectifiable sets such that

^[i40 - <r(@)] = 0.

Consequently

0 = 0po - *W)} = Aai - S A-
L        „e® J

Since s is congruent to the rectifiable set 5 for each sC® it is now clear that

i4i is countably <p rectifiable and, inasmuch as our hypotheses and (2) together

imply <p(i4i4i)=0, it is evident that i4 is likewise countably <p rectifiable.

7.20. Theorem. 2/<pGU and E2 is <f> restricted at <f> almost all of its points

then Ex is countably <p rectifiable.

Proof.   Letting

r = P2P[|z| = I],       a(z) = E[(\-z} + {z})dir«(x) =0],

we select a countable subset ß of T whose closure is T. Since dir« (x) is closed

for xG2¿2 it is clear that <p(B) = 0 where

23 =  Z «(«)•
*e3

Now for zCß we gather from 2.24 that 35A(x)>0 for <p almost all x in

<x(z) and hence conclude from 7.19 that a(z) is countably <p rectifiable.

Accordingly B, and hence 252, is-countably <p rectifiable.

7.21. Theorem. 7/<pGU, and A is <p restricted at <p almost all of its points

then A is countably <¡> rectifiable.
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Proof. Let 4>GU be the function on £2 such that $(s) =<f>(As) for sEE2.

With the help of 6.5 (iii), 6.7, 6.3, we deduce

dir* (x) = dh-fl, (A, x) + dir* (Ä, x) = dir* (A, x) = dir« 04, x)

for xEA. Checking that 35* (a:) =35« (.4, x) for a;G£-2 it follows from Defini-

tion 2.24 and our hypotheses that £2 is <£ restricted not only for « almost

all a:G-4 but for f> almost all a;. Accordingly Theorem 7.20 implies £2 is count-

ably $ rectifiable. That A is countably « rectifiable is now evident.

7.22. Theorem. 7/«GU, 4(A) < °°, and A is « restricted at « almost all

of its points then A is « rectifiable.

Proof. Use 7.21 and the fact that «04) < 00.

7.23. Theorem. If «GU, and A is countably « rectifiable then

35j(.4, x) >0far « almost all arG-4-

Proof. Introduce intersecting measure and use 5.28.

7.24. Theorem. If «GU, B is « restricted at « almost all of its points,

A EB, then A is « restricted at « almost all of its points.

Proof. Inasmuch as dir« (A, a:)Cdir« (£, a:) for a:G£2, the only difficulty

arises in verifying that 35« (A, x) >0 for « almost all arG-4-

Since B is countably« rectifiable by 7.21, we see at once that A is likewise

countably « rectifiable. From 7.23 it is apparent that

35« (A, x) ^ 35« 04, x) > 0
for « almost all a: G-4.

7.25. Theorem. 7/«GU, and A is restricted at each of its points then A is

countably <p rectifiable.

Proof. Use 7.4.

7.26. Theorem. 7/«GU, «(.4) < 00, and A is restricted at each of its points,

then A is « rectifiable.

Proof. Use 7.25.

7.27. Theorem. 7/.4 is « directional at x, then A is « restricted at x.

Proof. Letting { — z} + {z} =dir« (4, a;), we note that { — iz} + {iz} is a

diametral set whose intersection with dir« (.4, x) is vacuous. Moreover inas-

much as dir« (A, x)^0 it follows from 6.7 that 35* (.4, a;)>0.

Obviously we also have

7.28. Theorem. If A is directional at x, then A is restricted at x.

7.29. Theorem. 7/«GU, «04)< 00, and if corresponding to each positive
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number e there is a set BCA such that <f>(AB) <e and such that B is restricted

at each of its points, then A is <j> rectifiable.

Proof. See 7.26.

7.30. Remark. If in Theorem 7.21 we replace <f> by counting measure, the

theorem which emerges is noticeably weaker than 7.4. Thus in view of the

meaning (see 2.22) of the phrase "A is restricted at x" it is natural to regard

the phrase "A is <p restricted at x" as short (compare with 2.24) for:

3)«(i4, x) > 0

and there is a point zCEz with |z| =1 for which

{z} dir« (i4, x) = 0.

The futility of this viewpoint will now be shown.

Throughout this remark we shall call a set a triangle if and only if it is a

closed set consisting of the interior and boundary of an equilateral triangle

with its base horizontal and below the opposite vertex. Thus the length of

each of the three sides of a triangle is equal to the diameter of the triangle.

For 7 a triangle and n a positive integer: construct 2n + l triangles, each

with diameter equal to

diam 7

2m + l'

so placed that the union of their bases is the base of 7; next take the middle

triangle and vertically translate it upward until its top vertex coincides with

the top vertex of 7; denote the family of 2n + l triangles thus obtained by

On(T).

Let 70 be a triangle with diameter 1. Let go = { 70}. Let gi. $2, Ss, • • • be

so determined that

&. =    Z    0.(70
re S„-i

for each positive integer n.

Noting that (7(gi)Do-(g2)Dor(g3)D • • •  we define

5   =  Si + ^2 + 3Í3 +   •   •  •

and(2)

vt = n »(SO-
n-l

(') This set zA seems to have many properties in common with the set P described on

pages 327 and 328 of [l].
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Since £Gg implies the projection ofzAT on the base of T is the base of T

we have little difficulty in verifying that

L(tAT) = diam T for T E g.

In particular

Li*A) = 1.

An appraisal of our geometric construction convinces us that

{e«>} dirL (*A~, x) = 0

for xE*A and ir/3<9<2ir/3. In fact a more careful analysis reveals that

{ei9} dirz, (*A, x) = 0

fora;G^and0<ô<7r.

We shall term a triangle in g an a^ea; triangle if and only if its top vertex

coincides with the top vertex of some larger triangle in g.

Let IF be the set so defined that a; G IF if and only if x E*A and the number

of apex triangles of which a; is an element is finite. Inasmuch as

„_i\        2ra+l/

we conclude £(IF) = 0.

A check shows that

2)1 (<yf,. x) = 0 for a; G <AW;

consequently T)J(zA, *) =0 for £ almost all x in zA.

Since L(*A) = 1>0 it follows from 11.1 (1) and 11.1 (4) that *A is not £

rectifiable.

A further examination of zA makes clear that

3)t i*A, x) ^ 1/2 for x E *A;

and a closer scrutiny discloses that

©ÎCe/f, at) = 1

for £ almost all a; in tA.

Now consider the two statements which follow.

Statement I. 7/«GU, 4(A) < °°,

35«04,a:)>O    and    ({- i) + {i}) dir« (A, x) = 0

for 4 almost all xin A, then A is « rectifiable.

Statement II. If «GU, 4(A) < »,
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35« (i4, x) > 0    and    {i} dir« (i4, x) = 0

for <f> almost all x in A, then A is <p rectifiable.

Since e"'2 =i, it follows from 7.22 and the properties of <iA that Statement

I is true and Statement II is false.

8. Density ratios. Recalling abbreviation 2.27 we state

8.1. Theorem. If\¡/CWl,P = (0, 0), Q= (1, 0), í4C23C2í2, and if further
(i) PGi4 and QCA,
(ii) l^^(ÄD/2r^l.01/orxG23aM(2 0<r^2,
(iii) l^(23$i)/2r=T.Ol/0r xG-4 and 0<r¿2,

then HP *Q)>.06.

Proof. Let

r = tp, P= (2.4) V\ Ti = St'p,

T2 = Ä01 r2 = $q, r2   = kq,

r = (1.6, 0),     r3 = sts*, /2 = r2'-ri.

It is possible that the reader may find it instructive to draw a judicious

number of the above circles. However the reasoning here given is purely

arithmetic in form.

In order to prove HP * Q)>.06 we assume hereinafter that^(P * Q) íí .06

and divide the remainder of the argument into parts culminating in Part VI

which is easily recognized as false.

Part I. ^(rjya.Oó.
Proof. TxTi=P*Q.
part 11. ri+r2+r3cr2".
Proof. xGPi implies

I * - ÖI ̂ \x- P\+\P -Q\ <1 + 1 = 2

which in turn implies xGr2".

Obviously r2Gr2".

Finally xGPs implies

I x - e| g I x - R\ +| R -Q\ < 1.4 + .6 = 2,    and    xGr2".

part hi. r3ricr2ri.
Proof. SupposexGraPi and let n= |x — P|, r2= |x — Q\, r3= |x — R\. Since

xGPsPi we know

(1) r, < 1,        rl < (1.4)* = 49/25.

We also have
222

(2) xi + x2 = ru
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(3) (an - 8/5)2 + xl = (*i - 1.6)2 + a;2 = r\,
2 2 2

(4) r2 = (xi — 1)   + x2.

From (2) and (3) we find

From (4) and (2) we have

80a;i = 25rî - 25r3 + 64.

40r2 = 40 + 40r\ - 80aâ.

Thus

40r2 = 40 + 40rî - 25rî + 25r3 - 64

= - 24 + 15rï + 25r3.

Use of (1) yields

40r2 < - 24 + 15 + 25(49/25) = 40.

Accordingly r2<l and a:Gr2, and since xE^i, we have shown that a;Gr2Fi.

The proof of Part III is complete.

Part IV. If xEH, then \x-R\ <.31.
Proof. Let ri=|a;-£|, r2=\x-Q\,  r3=|a;-£|.   Since  xEH = Yi -T{

we know

(5) r\ < .36,       r\ è 2.4.

We also know
2 2 2

(6) xi+ x2 = fi,

2 2 2
(7) (a;i — 1)   + x2 = r2,

(8) rl = (xi - 1.6)2 + xl.

From (6) and (7) we find

From (8) and (6) we have

2 2
2a;i = ri — r2 + 1.

r3 = 2.56 + ri- 3.2xi.

Thus

rl = 2.56 + r\ - \.6r\ + 1.6r2 - 1.6

= .96 + 1.6r2 - .6ri.

Use of (5) yields

rl < .96 + (1.6)036) - (.6)(2.4) = .096 < (.31)*
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The proof of Part IV is complete.

Part V. The set BH is vacuous.

Proof (by contradiction). Suppose a:G£77 and let r3=\x — R\. By Part

IV we know

(9) r3 < .31.

Now let

r = ®Trt

and note that y ET implies

| y - R | ^ | y - x | + | x - R | < 1.4 - r» + r, - 1.4,

which in turn implies yGIY Thus TCr3 and, using Part III, we infer that

(io) iTi c i>r, C T2Ti

and also, making use of Part II, that

r2" D Ti + r3 D Ti + r.

Hence from (ii), (10), and Part I we obtain

4.04 a; «(r2") è «(ri + r) = «(i\) + «(r) - «(rro

52 + 2.8- 2r3 - 4(T2Ti) è 4.8 - 2r3 - .06.

Thus 4.04^4.74-2r3. That is,

r3 è 2.37 - 2.02 = .35

in contradiction to (9).

Part VI. 3.131 >3.14.
Proof. Since H=Ti —T{ we have

r2' = T{vi + (ri - t{) - rirx' + 77,

and since £77 is vacuous by Part V, we see that

£r2' = BTiT{.

Therefore BTiDBTi and hence

BYl D BT{ + BTi D BTi + BTi,

inasmuch as TiCFi. Using (iii), the fact that IY Cr2, and Part I, we infer

2.02p è HBT{) è HBTi + BTi)

= «(£I\) + «(£r2') - «OSIM1,')

^4(BTi) +HBTÍ) -HTiTi)

è 2 + 1.2 - .06.
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Consequently 2.02p2t3.14. Remembering that p = (2.4)1/2<1.55 we get

3.131 = (2.02X1.55) > 2.02p ̂  3.14.

The proof of Part VI is complete.

8.2. Theorem. 7/<pG9ïï, <p(T¿2)>0, and 33A(*)<1.01 33« (x) for <j> almost
all x, then there is a closed set C with <p(C)>0 and a number p>0 such that

Hp*q) = p| q - p\

for pCC and qCC.

Proof. In accordance with 5.9 we select positive numbers a and Si and a

bounded closed set D with <p(D)>0 such that

*(«t) ▼
a á- = 1.01a < 1.0135« (Ö

2p

for 0<p<oi and £G7>. Letting «ÊGSJÎ be the function on £2 such that

4>(s) = HDs) for j C E2,

and checking that 33A(£) á33A(£) < co for <p and 4> almost all £ we are as-

sured by 5.14 and 5.26 that

a < 3)7(0 = 331(7», Ö =3)1 (0

for L and €> almost all £ in D. Inasmuch as <£(7>)=<p(7))>0, Lemma 5.5

yields us a number ¿2>0 and a bounded closed set 7>0 such that

,    %                          *(«t)
4>(7>„) > 0, a^ -1

2p

for £GA and 0<p<o2. Now take

S1Ô2
á =-

h + B2

so that

0 < 5 < i1(       0 < a < 52.

Set Di = DoD. Observe that <p(7>i) =<p(D0D) =*(7>0) >0 and that

*(«î)     *(2)Ä{)      *($)       (
a S - = - S - S 1.01a

2p 2p 2p

for £G2?i and 0<p<5. Since the bounded closed set 7>i is expressible as a

finite sum of closed sets each with diameter less than 2_15 we now can and

do select a closed subset C of Z>i for which
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diam C < 8/2,        «(C) > 0,        CED.

Clearly

«(At)
(1) a|--| 1.01a       for i G £ and 0 < p < 5,

2p

4(D®"()
(2) a ^ —- | 1.01a      for i G C and 0 < p < ¿.

2p

Having effected this uniformization we put

(3) M = .06a

and suppose pEC, qEC. We shall complete the proof by showing that

(4) 4(P*q) ^ ß\q~ p\.

To this end let d= |g—p\, note that (4) is trivially true if ¿ = 0, assume

henceforth that d>0, let £=(0, 0), Q=(l, 0), and T be the function on £2

(that is the finite complex plane) such that

T(x) = (q - p)x+ p for x E E2.

Clearly £ is a continuous, univalent function whose domain and whose range

is £2, indeed for a:G£2 and yEE2 we have

\T(y) - T(x)\ =d\y- x\.

Introduce the abbreviations

x>- T(x),      i- E {x'};
,e.

check that

sS = sS,       s®x = s®rx,

whenever xEE2, r>0, sEE2, SEE2; define « as that function on £2 such that

1
Hs) = -«(s) for s C £2.

ad

Verify that «G5DÎ and that

HS®*) = J_ 4(s®'*d)

2r a       2rd

whenever a;G£2 and 0<r< 00. Determine sets A and B so that

I = C,       B = D.

Since a:G£ implies x'ED, since xEA implies x'EC, and since 0<r¿2
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implies 0<rd^2 diam C<o, it follows from (5), (1), and (2) that

H&\)
1 ^- ^ 1.01 for x G B and 0 < r ^ 2,

2r

*iP&\)
1 =" —:-^ 1.01     for x G i4 and 0 < r á 2.

2r

Recalling that P = (0, 0), Q = (l, 0) we have

i4C23,       p = P',       q = Q',       PGA,       QCA,

so that Theorem 8.1 implies

HP*Q) > -06.

A simple check shows

P*Q = P*q,

from which we deduce

1
— *(*•?) = —HP*Q) - HP*Q) > -06.
ad ad

With the help of (3) we thus conclude that

HP*q) > -06ad = .06a | g - # | = n\q - p\

and that (4) is true.

8.3. Theorem. If <pG5DÎ, 333«1(x)<435«5'(x) for <p almost all x, then there
is a closed set C with <p(C)>0 and a number p>0 such that

Hp*q) ̂  p| q - p\
for pCC and qCC.

Proof. By Lemma 5.10 there are positive numbers a, 8, n with 1 <77 <4/3

and a bounded closed set C with <p(C')>0 such that the relations xCC,

T is a circle with xGI\ 0 <2r < S, diam T < ô together imply the relations

.-,) HT)
(1) a í¡-> - s at¡.

2r diam r

Since C is expressible as a finite sum of closed sets each with diameter

less than 3_15, we choose a closed subset C of C with <p(C)>0 and diameter

less than 3_1S.

Putting p=a(4 —3t;), observing the positivity of p, and supposing pCC

and qCC we propose to complete the proof by showing
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(2) 4(P*q) ̂ mI?- p\.

To this end let d= \q—p\, note that (2) is trivially true if d = 0, assume

henceforth that d>0, and define

/      p + q d d ei1'6d
P  = ->        Ti = ®p,        T2 = Xq,        T3 = xP'   .

Since a:GFi implies |a; — p'\ á \x—p\ +\p— p'\ <d + .5d and since a:Gr2 im-

plies |x—p'| g|a:-g| +\q— p'\ <d + .5d we see that Ti-r^CIY Accordingly

«(r3) è «(ro + «(r2) - «(r^r,).

From this, (1), and the fact that 2d 13d g 3 diam C<8 it follows that

3dVoc ̂ 4da - «(r!r2) = 4da - 4(P*q)

and hence that

4(p*q) â a(4-3>;)d = p\q-p\.

With the verification of (2) the proof is complete.

9. Density ratios and rectifiability.

9.1. Theorem. If
(i) «G2)?aMdM>0,

(ii) 0 <$)£(x) < oo far « almost all x,

(iii) C is a bounded closed set with «(C) >0,

(iv) 4(p*q)^n\q-p\ for pEC and qEC,
then there is a rectifiable set of positive « measure.

Proof. We determine: according to Lemma 5.4, a number a>0 and a

closed set A such that

4(1) < «(C)/4,

and
A

35« (a;) > a for x E A;

and next, according to Lemma 5.7, a number X>1 and a closed set B such

that

«(£) < «(C)/4

and

4(®\) á 2rX

for a;G£ and 0<r<X_1. Let Ci=ABC, note that & is closed and that

«(d) > «(C)/2 > 0,
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(1) 35« (x) > a > 0 for x G Ci,

(2) H®'*) á 2rX for x G Ci and 0 < r < 1/X.

Let € be a number such that both

au

(3) 0 < « <-
2 + 240X

and

(4) 0 < € < a/2.

We use 5.12 and 5.26 to see that 35A(£i, x) = 0 for <p almost all x in Ci and

now ascertain x0GCi and a number 3 such that

(5) 0 < 3 < 1/X

and

(6) +&&.<. for0<r<5.
2r

Next, relying on (1), we let r0 be a number such that

(7) 0 < r„ < 5/12,

*(«Z) > aro

and note, using (4) and recalling 2.9,

*(CiO = *(Cij£) = *(j£) - *(&*'£) > aro - 2r0e  > 0.

Let

Ct = Ci<C   where   r, = inf 7 [sl0 D d<C].

and check that

and

ciC = Ci«?

(8) Ci bndr (5* * 0.

It is clear that ri^r0, but we observe furthermore that

0 < n = r0;

for if it were possible that ri = 0, it would follow that &= {x0} and that

*({*o}) = HCx) = «(CiO = «(CiO > 0   and   S>f(*o) = »,
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contrary to (2). Therefore

(9) 4(C2) > r0(a - 2e) ^ n(a - 2e).

We define

7 = bndr ®x„.

Since bndr ®'x\ = bndr Cx\ we have from (8)

(10) 0 * tCiC?, C 7C2.

Let g be the family of circles such that TGg if and only if there is an *

and an r such that r = ®x where

(11) x E C2, 0 < r < 2fi, and 4(Ci®'x) è i*r.

Now, using the covering Theorem 5.11, we let ® be a countable disjointed

subfamily of g such that

E « 3 »(8).
»e®

Clearly for each d>0

(12) ® £ [(diam s) > d] is finite.

Therefore considering the family E»e® i *} *n relation to Theorem 4.1, we

select a subfamily § of ® such that the family

E {*!
»e©

is semi-disjointed and

.e$       .e®

We now let

C3 = C2 + y+ E (clsr S)
»es>

and

£ = (c3 -   E A +   E (bndr J),
\       .e$ /     «es

and divide the remainder of the proof into six parts.

Part I. C3 is closed.

Proof (by contradiction). Suppose poEC3(c\sr C3). Since (C2+7) is closed

and clsr Ê is closed for each sE¡Q, we select distinct members si, s2, s3, • • • of

§ with
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lim dist [{po}, (clsr in)] = 0.

From (12) we infer

lim (diam Sn) = 0.

Thus, since the center of each of these circles is an element of C2, it follows

that po is a cluster point of the closed set C2, and p0CC2CC3.

Part II. C3is connected.

Proof (by contradiction). Suppose C and C" are disjoint nonvacuous

closed sets with C3 = C' + C", yCC. Evidently

(clsr S) C C   or    (clsr i) C C" for $£$.

To show that C"C6?0 we assume the contrary: there is a circle sCQ

with (clrs $)CC", (clsr S) ©^^0. Since the center of 5 is in C2CÊ?0 we have

0?í(clsrí)7CC"C' = 0.

Hence C"Ce?oe'CS?07 = n.
Let C"' = C'+ärx\. Clearly C" is closed with C"'C" = 0. It is evident

that O^CiC", O^CiC'CCiC". Choose points pCCiC" and gGCiC" such
that

1 p - q I = dist (CiC", CiC'O > 0.

Since yCi^O by (10) and since pC-ŒQ, we have \p — q\ <2ri. Obviously
(p *q)CCi, PCC2 and (iv) implies

<Ki?iT"ci) ^np*q)^p\p-q\-
Hence äJ,"-"' G5, Sj,p_îl is contained in C3, is a continuum, and is split into

two disjoint closed sets C'Sj,'"'1 and C'"^"-4' with p in the first and q in

the second.

Part III. D is a continuum.

Proof. By Parts I and II the set C3 is a continuum. From Lemma 4.7 it

follows that D is a continuum.

Part IV. 7(7») < co.

Proof. Evidently

(13) DCC2 + y+ Z (bndr s).
•e$

Noting that $ is disjointed and <pG9ft we use (11) to obtain

2 2 2
Z diam s = —   Z HCis) = —   Z *(*) = —*[*($)] < »,
•es p .es p «es p

(14) L\  Z (bndr i) 1 = 5*- Z (diam s) < ».
Les J       .es
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Remembering (1) and Lemma 5.20 we have

(15) £(C2) = £(CiC0) á (5/a)«(Ci<£x0) < ».

Combining (13), (14), (15) and the relation £(7) = 27rri< 00 we reach the con-

clusion £(£»)< 00.

Part V. D is rectifiable.
Proof. D is a continuum of finite Carathéodory linear measure. Hence

Theorem 4.6 implies that D is rectifiable.

Part VI. «(£)>0.

Proof. Since E»es^ ÏS a Borel subset of C3 and £OC3—E»es^ we have

4(D) è «(c3 -  Ji) = 4(Ci) - «( E s\
\       «es / \.es /

Since C3D C% we have, using (9),

«(C) è 4(C2) à n(a - 2e).

Next, since §Cg, we use (11), (7), (5), (2) to obtain the relation

« ( E * ) ^  E «CO á X E diam Í = 5X E diam s
.... V.es  /     «es «es »es
(16)

10X   ._,      .
=§ — E «(Cis).

m   «es

From the facts that § is disjointed, ai&E®"'1 and from (6) we have that

E «(&j) = 4[Cx<r($)] ^ «(Ci«!!T) < 24'ié
»es

and thus, referring back to (16), that

/^   \       240Xne«( E 0 =-
\«es / m

Finally, remembering the bounds for e given in (3), we have

240Xrie           T          /(2 + 240X)\T
«(£■) è rj(« - 2e)- = rA a - J---j\ > 0.

We now state three theorems and prove the third ; the first two follow from

the third.

9.2. Theorem. If «G9K and £)£(x) < 1.0135j(a:) for almost all x, then E2
is 4 rectifiable.

9.3. Theorem. If «G9ft and 335«V*)<435j(*) for almost all x, then E2
is 4 rectifiable.
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9.4. Theorem. 7/<pG2ïï,

Ai = E [35«%) < 1.013)J(*)],       A2 = E |335«\x) < 43)T(*)]

and <p(i4i)0(i42) =0, then E2 is <p rectifiable.

Proof. Let »» = 1 or 2 according as <p(.4i) is or is not zero and note that

(p(Är) =0.
Letting B be any Borel set with positive <p measure, we introduce the inter-

secting measure «ÊGSOÎ for which

$(j) = HBs) for i C E2,

and note, with the aid of 5.14, that for L almost all xCB

35« (x) = 35« (B, x) = 33* (x),       33« (x) = 33* (x),       33« (x) = 33* (x).

Thus defining

7»i = E [33* (x) < 1.0135* (x)],       7>2 = E [333* (x) < 435* (x)l,
X X

noting that 35A(x) < co for <p almost all x and using 5.26 we obtain

0 = L(BArDy) = HBA,D,) = HBA„D„) + HBÄ,Dr) = HBO,) = 4>(25„).

Relying upon 8.2 or 8.3 according as v = 1 or v = 2, we select a number p>0

and a bounded closed set C such that <£(C)>0 and

Hp*q) = P'| q - p\

for pCC and qCC. Clearly
A

0 < 35* (x) < co

for $ almost all x so that we may now invoke 9.1 to ascertain a rectifiable

set ß of positive 3> measure. From this it follows at once that 23/3 is a rectifiable

subset of B with

HBß) = Hß) > 0.

Recourse to Lemma 7.14 completes the proof.

By using intersecting measure we obtain the following two theorems from

9.2 and 9.3 respectively.

9.5. Theorem. If 0GU, <p(^)<=o, 35A(yl, x) <1.0135«7(^, x) for <p al-
most all x in A, then A is <p rectifiable.

9.6. Theorem. If <pCU, <p(A)<<», 3£)f(A, x)<4T>J(A, x) for <p almost
all x in A, then A is <p rectifiable.
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10. Rectifiability and density ratios.

10.1. Theorem. If «GSD?, 35« ix) < oo for « almost all x, and A is strictly

rectifiable, then

0 < 35« ix) = 35« ix) < oo

for 4 almost all xin A.

Proof. Letting

C = A - E [S)IU, at) = Tit (A, x) = 1 ',

C" = AE [35«%) = =o ],

C" = AE [35«%) = 0],
X

we see in the light of 5.29 that any subset of A which has £ measure zero has

« measure zero, and use 6.12, 5.19 and 5.13, 5.28 to obtain

0 = L(C) = 4(C),       0 = L(C") = 4(C"),       0 = 4(C").

Thus

(1) «04 -A') = 0

where

A' - A - (C + C" + C").

Let J¿ be the function on £2 such that J¿(s) =L(As) for sEE2, note /^G30î
and that

(2) 0 < 35«%) á 35¿%) < oo,       ¡dJ(x) = $£(*) = 1

for each a;G.4'.

Let F be the function on A' such that a:G-4' implies V(x) is the family

of circles of the form ®TX where

6r 35« (at) r
*^*) < 67¿7T*<*«>•

35J(a;)

Let £ be the function on A' such that a:G-4' implies £(a:) is the family of

those circles T for which xET and

~ 35« (x)

35J(a;)

Note F(a;)C£(^) whenever a;G^4'.
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Notation 2.9 of [5] is used in the next three of the four parts into which

the remainder of the proof is divided.

Part I. 7/a;G-4', then

4(T) v
limal   -= 35« (a;).

rW3r-! diam r

Proof. Let r\, r2, r%, • • • be positive numbers such that: r„—>0 as ra—»°o ; and

(3) 35%) = lim 4(®rx).

We have

~-r")      eT^-«(«*")     2rB     ^35«%) $f(x)
lim-= 5 lim-S 5 - < 6
„-.. ^jr>) „^„   10r„    4(®rx")  '      ®Jix) Tjix)

Accordingly for ra sufficiently large

Sr„ 35* (x) Tm
4(®x")<61£-^4(®:)

3>y(*)

and ®rxEV(x). From this and (3) we conclude

v «(r) v
35« (x) £    limal-^ 35« (*).

Ftó3r-! diam T

Part II. IfxEA',then

4(T)
35« (a;) =    limal

f(j)9r->i diam T

Proof. Let Ti, T2, r3, • • •   be circles, each of which has x in it, with

«(r„)        ▲
(4) diam T„ -» 0   and-> 35« (x)

diam Tn

as ra—» oo. For each positive integer ra we set d„ = diam T» and obtain

«(f„)                  «(f„)       d„              35«%) 35«%)
lim-= 5 hm-^ 5-< 6 ^ 6

«(r„)       ■_.   5d„    «(rn)        &f(x) Tj(x)

Thus for ra sufficiently large TnEF(x). From this and (4) we conclude

a _    «(r) a
3)« (x) ^    limal   -^ 35« ix).

F(»)3r->, diam T

Part III. £or « almost all x in A' we have
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0 < 35« (x) = 35« (x) < co.

Proof. Remembering (2), the definition of 7 and Parts I and II we see

that 7 is a diametrically regular Borelish blanket. (In [5] see Definitions 6.1,

6.5, 6.6.) Denoting

A'E\0^    limal   -^- < col
z L f(*)3r-.x <p(r) J

by A" we use Definition 2.3 and Theorem 11.4 of [5] to gain the information

that<p(i4'-,4")=0.
For xG^4" we denote the number

limal
F(i)3r-i HT)

by h(x).
Now

(5) -C(r)    *(r)       £(t)

HT)    diam T        diam T

whenever TG7(x) and xG*-<4". Thus using Part I, the inclusion of V(x) in

7(x), (5). the definition of V, and (2) we deduce that xCA" implies

v Ht) -C(r) *(r)
Ä(at)35« (x) = h(x)    limal   - =    limal   -   limal   -

V{x)Br-*x diam T        rdiSr-i </>(r) vwBt^x diam T

limal    —-è 35¿(x) = 1.
rwär-i diam T

On the other hand using Part II, (5), the definition of 7, and (2) we deduce

that xG^4" implies

HT) ,.   ,   -C(r)      •       ht)
A(x)35« (x) = h(x)    limal   —■- =    limal   ■-   limal

f(»)9r-i diam T        fw3r-i HT) F(i)3r—* diam T

á     limal   —-á 3Xc(*) = 1.
F(x)Br->z diam T

Accordingly xG^4" implies that

1 = Â(x)3)J(x) ̂  A(*)35«\x) á 1

and hence that

0 < 35« (x) = 33«\x) < =o.

Since <p(A'—A")=0 the proof of Part III is complete.
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Part IV. For <f> almost all x in A we have
0 A

0 < 35« (x) = 35« (x) < co.

Proof. Use (1) and Part III.

10.2. Theorem. If <pG9ïî, 35j(x) < » for <p almost all x and Et is <p rectifi-
able, then

0 < 35« (x) = 35« (x) < co

for <p almost all x.

Proof. Let « >0, and choose a strictly rectifiable set C such that <p(C) <e.

Putting

B = £2 - E [0 < 35« (x) = 35« (x) < =0 ]

we are assured by 10.1 that

HBC) = 0.

Accordingly

HB) = HBC) + HBC) á 0 + HC) < «.

10.3. Theorem. If <pGU, <j>(A) < co, 35« G4, x) < 00 for <p almost all x in A,

and A is <p rectifiable, then

0 < 35« (A, x) = 35« (A, x) < =0

for <f> almost all x in A.

Proof. Use intersecting measure and 10.2.

11. Interrelations. A unified and fairly complete picture of our previous

results may be obtained from

11.1. Theorem. If <f>C-VL, <j>(A)< <x>, Qj (A, x) < co for <p almost all x in A,

then the following nine propositions are equivalent :

(1) A is <f> rectifiable;
(2) 3)AC4, *)< 1.0135J(A, x) for <t> almost all x in A;
(3) 335« (A, x) <435j(.4, x) for <p almost all x in A;
(4) 0<35jC<4, x) =35A(/1, x)< co for <p almost all x in A;

(5) 0<35jG4> x) =1>f(A, x)< » for <p almost all x in A;
(6) A is <f> directional at <p almost all of its points ;

(7) A is <f> restricted at <f> almost all of its points;

(8) Corresponding to each positive number e there is a set BCA such that

<p(AB)<e and such that B is directional at each of its points ;

(9) Corresponding to each positive number e there is a set BCA such that

<p(AB)<e and such that B is restricted at each of its points.
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Proof. Our argument consists of 13 steps each of which is given in the left

column of the table below with its corresponding supporting reference or com-

ment juxtaposed in the right column.

(1) implies (6) 6.15

(6) implies (7) 7.27

(7) implies (1) 7.22
(1) implies (8) 6.19

(8) implies (9) 7.28
(9) implies (1) 7.29
(1) implies (5) 10.3

(5) implies (3) obvious

(3) implies (1) 9.6

(1) implies (5) 10.3

(5) implies (4) obvious

(4) implies (2) obvious

(2) implies (1) 9.5
The proof is complete.

In the following three theorems we investigate the connection between «

and £ rectifiability.

11.2. Theorem. If «GU, «04)< °°, A is L rectifiable, and if 35« iA, x)
< oo far 4 almost all xin A, then A is « rectifiable.

Proof. Letting $G3ft be the function on £2 such that

$(s) = «04s) for s C £2

the truth of the theorem is evident from 5.25 and the definitions of « and £

rectifiability.

11.3. Remark. It is possible to construct a « in U and a closed set A

such that

HA) = 1, HA) = 0,

A,
35« iA, x) = 0,       35« U, *) = 00

for a;G-4.

The set A is thus obviously £ rectifiable but by 11.1 (1) and 11.1  (4) it
is not « rectifiable.

11.4. Theorem. If «GU, £04)< 00, A is « rectifiable, and T)f(A, a:)>0
for L almost all xin A, then A is L rectifiable.

Proof. Let $ be as in 11.2, let e>0, choose a positive number p. so small

(see 3.1(i)) that £(^£)<2~1e where £ is the Borel set

£ [35*%) > m]-
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Letting C be a closed rectifiable set with $>(£) <10_1m« we are helped by 5.21

to obtain

L(AC) = L(ABC) + L(AbC) ^ L(BC) + L(AB)

g L(BC) + — á — HBC) + — á — HC) + — < e.
2       m 2       m 2

Thus .4C is a rectifiable subset of A with L(AC)<e.
The £ rectifiability of A is established.

11.5. Remark. Let A be a set for which £(.4)< oo and which is not £

rectifiable; the set zA of 7.30 is such a set. Let « be the function on £i such

that «(s) = 0 for sEE2. Clearly A is « and not £ rectifiable.

As an immediate consequence of the two preceding theorems we have

11.6. Theorem. If 4EVL,4(A)<oo,L(A)<<*>,£)£(A,x)>0for L almost
all xin A, 35« i A, x) < oo far « almost all xin A, then A is « rectifiable if and

only if A is L rectifiable.
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